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recorded date of Credi 's assoe1a11on with Verroechio is 
1473, but Verroechio ·s presence in Venice at that early date 
is crucial in the consideration of Lorenzo di Credi 's artistic 
development. As illustrated by this Madonna and Child, 
Verroechio absorbed these Venetian influences into his art 
and his continuing enthusiasm for Venetian art undoubtedly 
affected the rest of his workshop. 

The power and influence of 'krroechio on the develop
ment of the young artist's Style can be seen in Credi ·s 
masterpiece, the Uffizi Anmmciarion (Figure 4), painted 
about 1481, almost ten years after the Gambier-Parry 
Madonna and Child. The Venetian influences visible in 
Verroechio ·s work are also 10 be found here. The placid, 
rolling Flemish landscape dominates the composition and 
becomes an important element contributing 10 the tran
quility of lhe scene. Like Verroechio, Credi is equally 
precise in his handling of the decorative details on the rear 
wall. The swags of frui t, the leaves, and the flowers which 
spring forth from urns near the base of the pilasters are 
depicted with the same detailed precision. The careful 
painting of the floral decorations on the pilasters and frieze 
are reminiscent of the details in the Gambier-Perry 
Madonna as well as the linearism normally associated with 
Verroechio. 

His affinity for the depiction of sculptural forms is not 
surprising. Credi began his career as a goldsmith and, like 
Verroechio, was known and respected as a sculptor. Even 
though only one sculpture has been attributed to Lorenzo, as 
Verroechio 's artistic executor he was required by 'krroe
ctlio 's will 10 finish the Colleoni monument and the For
leguerri cenotaph, both major sculptural commissions. 16 

Although Credi was introduced 10 Venetian motifs 
through Verrocchio, his true appreciation and comprehen
sion for the an of the Veneto undoubtedly developed when 
he traveled 10 Venice in the 1480s in conjunction with the 
Colleoni commission. Credi worked in vbnice no less than 
six months ~nd no more than ren. 17 Records do not indicate 
the precise year of Credi 's sojourn, but we know that 
Verroechio installed his competition piece in vbnice in 1481 
and that he moved his workshop there in 1483 after being 
awarded the commission. 18 As vbrroechio's valued as
sistant, Credi occasionally acted as a liaison between 
Florence and Venice carrying messages and supplies be
tween the two shops. 1 • 

A further indication of Credi 's presence in ¼nice can 
be found in a drawing now in the Louvre which was his 
entry for the competition for the tomb of Doge ¼ndramin. 
Dalli Regolj is the most recent of the scholars to assign this 
drawing 10 the hand of Lorenzo. 20 Vendrarnin died in 1478 
and the tomb designed by Tullio Lombardo was begun about 
1487, suggesting the usual dating for the Louvre drawing as 
ca. 1483. The console type shown in the actual tomb and in 
Credi 's drawing is found only in vbnice, which means that 
Credi was familiar with Venetian an by the early 1480s." 

This early exposure to Venetian artistic ideas suggests 
that Venice provided the source of inspiration for Credi 's 
painted Venus. Like Rome and Florence, Venice assimilated 
the an and spirit of antiquity with equal enthusiasm . In fact, 
the interest in the representation of the nude Venus seems to 
occur much earlier and more frequently in this northern 
Italian city, especially in the form of small bronzes. 22 

Apparently, Venus provided the perfect symbol for the great 
Republic of Venice, since the ¼netians have always held a 
special fascination for the sea. The city's own unique 
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formation from the water is akin to Venus· own birth from 
the sea.1 3 

The connection between Venice and this ancient diely 
may have been reinforced by the ¼netian man-of-letter>, 
Ermolao Barbaro. Barbaro, concerned with the corruption 
of the texts of Pliny, established in the early 1490s that 
'knus was not dio11ea, or "born of Zeus," as transcribed in 
medieval versions, but was, in fact, anadyomena, or ··t>om 
of the sea ... ,. 

This special relationship could explain the early fas
cination of \-1:netian artists with the depiction of ¼nus. 
Tullio Lombardo, Antonio Rizzo and Antico represented 
her nude as the ancients did and, more specifically, the 
images are often of the Venus Pudica type. This ancient 
image emphasizes the gesture of modesty as the goddess 
covers herself with her arms or drapery. 

Among the examples originating from the 'knero 
during the last quarter of the 1400s is the Venus Prude111ia, 
attributed to Tullio Lombardo (Figure 5). Wendy Sheard has 
described this small bronze figure in the following manner: 

The luxurious mass of hair pulled back in parallel 
waves was familiar from a number of Hellenistic 
and Roman female head types. . . . The tilted 
head, with large, expressive eyes, Hellenic nose 
and paned lips was a combination pioneered by 
Tullio. . . . They impart a dreamy, distracted 
expression to the face. 25 

Sheard ·s description can also be applied to Lorenzo di 
Credi 's Venus. for she shares many of the same charac
teristics, from the "dreamy,·• self-absorbed expression on 
the face 10 the exact tilt of the head. Ye,t the kinship with the 
Venus Prude111ia goes beyond facial similarities. The con
trapposlo stance, the firm modeling of the body. the sloped 
shoulders and the graceful attenuation of the body of the 
Venus Pmde111ia, are all present in the Venus by Lorenzo. 

Nonetheless, this bronze version of 'knus is lighter 
and more graceful than Lorenzo's. The heavier, more stately 
proportions of Lombardo 's earlier figures of Adam and E•~ 
from the Vendramin tomb and the Eve of Antonio Rizzo 
from the Doge's Palace (Figure 6) demonstrate body types 
closer to the Credi Venus. While these examples represent 
the biblical figures of Adam and Eve and nor the myth, 
ological goddess, the Eves adopt the gestures of modesty 
from the l/4?n11s Pudica. These sculptors, like Credi, arc 
concerned about the subtle placement of visual weight aad 
balance, especially through the classic use of con
trapposto. 26 Sheard states emphatically that the Vendramin 
Adam and Eve and Rizzo 's Eve represent the "culmination 
of two independent strands of development, the fir>t being 
the quattroeento study of contrappooto, in which the weight 
displacements and axes through the figure remained pre
dominantly two dimensional, and the second, the Venetian 
antique revival. " 27 

One more consideration, which links the importance of 
the artistic climate in Venice with a resurgence of the 
subject of Venus. is that non-Venetian artists who came 10 
Venice also depicted the image. Most notable is Albrecht 
Diirer, who started his fervent search for the proponions of 
the ideal beauty after he viewed a drawing of Venus by 
Jacopo de' Barban in 1494. Marcantonio Raimondi also 
incorporated into his oeuvre the image of a Venus with 
upraised arms, a motif which appears in Venetian an as 
early as 1507. 2• 
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Problems in Interpreting the Form and Meaning 
of Mesoamerican Tomple Platforms 

Richard 8. Wright 

Perhaps the primary fascination of Pre-Columbian art 
for art historians lies in the congruence of image and con
cept; lacking a widely-used fonn of written language, art 
fonns were employed to express significant concepts, often 
to peoples of different languages. 

Such an extremely logographic role for art should 
condition research in a fundamental way. For example, to 
the extent that Me.wamerican an-fonns literally embody 
concepts, !here can be no real separation of image and 
meaning. To interpret such an in the Jjght of Western 
conventions, where meaning can be indirectly perceived (as 
in allegory or the imitation of nature), is to project mislead
ing expectations which !hen hinder understanding. 

One of the most obvious blendings of form and 
meaning in Pre-Columbian art is the temple, with its 
supponing platfonn. The fonn and surface articulation of 
these pyramidal structures naturalJy draw the auention of 
the observer, if only because of !heir imposing size. It is lhe 
intention of this paper to examine some of lhe problems 
involved in deriving meaning and stylistic significance from 
the fonn and especially lhe ornament of lhe platfonns at 
Teotihuacan, the well-known Classic Period metropolis in 
the Valley of Mexico. 

To more fully develop the role of ornament in 
Tootihuacan architecture, it will be helpful to briefly discuss 
the significance of the pyramidal fonn itself, in Teotihuacan 
as welJ as in Pre-Columbian America in general. Such 
fonns are always pan of a conceptually significant whole: 
they help identify sites and precincts as being imponant 
through elevation and extent, while through orientation 
such sites are ordained celestially. Rinher, by the number of 
le,•els in a platfonn's elevation, distinctions of imponance 
are made relative to other sites at a given location. 

Consider, for example, the largest and probably most 
imponant temple platfom1 at Teotihuacan, the so-called 
Pyramid of lhe Sun, a name given to it by lhe Aztecs over 
half a millenium after Tootihuacan fell, around the eighth 
century A.D. (Figure I). 1 ArchaeologislS have discovered 
much infonnation about the pyranud that suggests that it 
occupies ilS location for very specific reasons, and !hat it 
may signify by bolh chthonic and celestial means lhe most 
imponant deity for this ancient city. The orientation of lhe 
Pyramid of lhe Sun suggeslS a degree of celest.ial signifi
cance for lhe pyramid and Tootihuacan in general. It should 
be noted here that lhe theological and cosmic imponance of 
orientation cannot be overstressed for this or any other Pre
Columbian monument. Through orientation, significant 
architectural configurations are justified by cosmic order. 
Celestial patterns are traced on the earlh by lhe movements 
of the heavens, so that earlhly space and ritual may be 
ordained by the heavens. The ordering of space as well as 
time is, according to Dr. E.C. Kropp , "what makes lhe 
world sacred for traditional, nonsecularized peoples. Once 

the world is founded and ordered, it acquires meaning. We 
can then have a sense of place in it. " 2 

In lhe case of the Pyramid of lhe Sun, its western face 
is parallel to the city's most prominent axis, the avenue 
popularly known as the Street of the Dead . Tllis axis is 
oriented 15°28' east of true nonh for some (as yet) un
defined reason (although many other Mesoamcriean sites 
have similar orientations). Offered in explanation arc a 
variety of hypotheses that often intenningle calendrical , 
topographical and celestial elements.' 

It should not be surprising to see similar practices in 
other Mesoamerican centers, given the religious con• 
servatism of ancient cultures in general. Through the 
common orientations and orientation techniques of many 
Mesoamerican sites, we can detect specific manifestations 
of !his conservatism de. ... pite historical and racial differences 
among Pre-Columbian peoples. The Aztecs, for example, 
celebrated Teotihuacan as the place where time began, as 
the ·'original source of civilization and government, and the 
place where cosmic order was established. ,., 

But given the potent and multivalent concep1t1al sig
nificance that must have fully infonned every aspect of 
monumenlS such as the Pyramid of the Sun, how would this 
significance condition their articulation aod ornamentation? 
Ananda K. Coomaraswamy provides a framework for these 
questions in a 1939 article entitled "Ornament," in which he 
explores etymological parallels for words meaning "to 
decorate" or "ornament " in Greek , Latin, Sanskrit and 
English. In general, he noted what he called "a degenera
tion of meaning" in lhese words , as for example, in the 
word "decor," which comes from the same root as "de
corous" or "decent"; originally, all lhree words must have 
been closely related in meaning.' 

The modern notion of decoration or ornament as mere 
embellishment did not hold true for lhe art of ancient 
cultures. As Coomaraswamy points out , it had a fundamen
tal "adjectival" role .6 The conceptual significance of orna
ment is that, in !his "adjectival" role, it is e.<,,~ential to 
definition and to the establishment of hierarchical relations 
in conceptually-based images and monuments. We will now 
tum to the place of ornament in Teotihuacan architecture, in 
lhe light of ornamentation's integral role in early fonns of 
an where concept and fonn share a mutual identity. 

The Street of lhe Dead is chiefly aniculated by lhe 
,a/ud-and-tablero fa~ade where levels of enframed masonry 
panels are cantilevered out on ledges over a sloping talus or 
base (Figure 2).7 Very few of these fa~.ades have retained 
even traces of their decoration, allhough lhe base of lhe 
Temple of Quetzalcoatl flanking the south end of lhe Street 
of the Dead still exhjbits multiple rableros surmounting a 
talud carved in low relief (Figure 3). 

At this temple, water associations are suggested, 
according to George Kubler, by the juxtaposition of scaly 



goggled heads (which may have some connection 10 Tlaloc, 
who is frequently described in later sources as a deity of 
rain) with feathered serpenlS (known 10 the Az1ecs as 
Quetzalcoatl) set among conch and pecten shells.• Other 
wa1er associations are evideOI in the painted dadoes 1ha1 
have survived in the in1criors of some Tcotihuacan build
ings.• 

In general. it should be noled thal the tiered levels of 
Mesoamerican pla1fom1s sugges1 possible religious mean
ings themselves , as Pre-Columbian cosmological models 
are hierarchical. J. Eric S. Thompson notes that the Maya 
heavens were constructed much like a seven-terraced pyra
mid, with the bonom heaven representing the visible sky. 0° 
Since the visible sky is the medium for clouds, which are, 
of course, of great significance 10 an agrarian society, it 
would be logical 10 find allusions 10 "water riles" on the 
lower levels of 1cmplc platforms; also consistent with this 
would be Kubler's suggestion that the presence of the 
feathered serpent at these lower levels ·•may unite ideas of 
earth and air. "1 1 

Rene Millon points out that the talud-and-rablero unit 
adorns the fa9ades of secular buildings as well along the 
Street of the Dead, resulting in what he called the "sac
ralization of the locus of secular activities. " 12 Elevation 
thus helps to distinguish special precinc1s, both secular 
and religious . II becomes another form of boundary 
delimitation. 

Tableros, oflen containing pertinent subjects in paint
ing and sculpture, help enforce the distinction between 
precinct and topography, even 10 the poini of redundancy, as 
in the multiple tableros of the Tumple of Quetzalcoatl. Such 
wblero images further envalue the concept of elevated 
precinct; ornament, here in the form of decorated fa~.ades, is 
fully integrated into a formal system of meaning, serving in 
an "adjec1ival" role, as Coomaraswamy migh1 have said. 
Such envalua1ion is redundant in a linguistic sense, as noted 
earlier. However, redundancy in conceptually based forms 
and images is a positive principle, as meaning accrues 
quantitatively (and thus clarifies for the viewer) the concept 
being presented. 13 

II follows from this that the very form of the profile 
itself may embody meaning, before the addition of redun
dant adjectival clements. Indeed, painted representations of 
temple platforms often show no ornamentation of the 
rablero. Kubler noted this in suggesting that the form of the 
ralud-and-rablero by irself may have stood for "sacred 
architecture" in Teotihuacan. 14 

As Kubler also points ou1 , this notion is enforced by 
the presence of the ralud-and-rablero shape on ve.~sels, 
vessel feet, pendants and noseplugs. 05 The wearing of such 
object5, or the use of the ,alt,d-and-rablero in the framing or 
bracketing of imagery on everything from pottery vessels 10 
lemple platforms, suggests that the ralud-and-rablero shape 
stood for more than temple; it stood for Tuotihuacan itself as 
a place of cosmic and chthonic import. The architectural 
fayade may act as a validating agent, emblematic of the 
particular power of the place known now as Tuotihuacan. 
This power almost cenainly formed the basis for Tho
tihuacan 's political authority as well as its cosmological 
primacy. 

Important here is the notion that the ralud-and-rablero 
profile or shape means what ii means regardless of size or 
scale, since it serves only an adjectival or qualifying role 
within a formal system. This has important ramifications for 
the understanding of scale in Mesoamerican architec.ture. 16 
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II also follows that 1he platform, or cairn as Kubler 
1ermed it more generically, 17 also has a qualifying role by 
itself, regardless of its degree of ornamentation . lls size is 
relative 10 other platforms in a given location, as noted 
earlier. The platform or cairn elevates the temple or house 
of the deity. The cairn, whether pyramidally shaped or 
simply a low platfonn, does not bear significance in and of 
itself but only in relation to the temple or altar it once 
supported . Additional meaning may accrue 10 the form of 
the cairn through aniculation of its levels in some dis
tinctive or ornamental way, although countless representa
tions of pyramids in Mesoamerican ceramics, vase painting, 
wall painting and codex illumination emphasize the ,•es
tigial but essential role of the cairn, wi1h or without 
distinguishable fayade, summarily indicated and often 
dwarfed in size by its surmounting 1emple or precinct, even 
though this was probably not always the case (Figure 4). 

Depending on the context of such represen1ations, 
detailed aniculation of the platform's profile may have been 
important for reinforcing notions of place, polity, deity or 
any aspect of these. But what most all Mesoamerican 
temple and precinct platforms have in common, from before 
Tuotihuaean until the arrival of the Spanish , are 1heir 
terraced levels, ornamented in most cases with some pro
jecting element in order 10 cast horizontal shadow lines and 
thus further emphasize the distinctions between those lev
els .'8 The platforms represent a fonnal convention of 
extreme duration, employed by all Mesoamerican socie1ies. 

\\\,stem art historians tend 10 overlook the significance 
of 1his kind of d iachronic, conventional continuity in 
anempting to deal with Pre-Columbian an and its style or 
type of o rnamentation. This issue is vital for the study of 
ancient cultures such as Tuotihuacan. II is natural for 
Westerners 10 see the history of art in synchronic or periodic 
terms- as a succession of styles-because, as David Sum
mers says, "the concept of style has never strayed from its 
au1ographic and physiognomic connotations. " 19 

Thus, isolable formal variations of the u,/11d-and, 
rablero fa~ade (Figure 5) in different regions outside Teoti
huacan have often been assumed by \\tstcm wri1crs, even 
Kubler, to be "physiognomic "20 and 10 primarily signify 
"distinct meaning io the sense of characterizing different 
architectural traditions, different cull practices, . .. and 
different ethnic identilies. " " Kubler goes on 10 compare 
these variations to the classic.al orders of Vitruvius. As with 
the orders , these variations are fell 10 be individually 
"expressive" and 10 "correspond 10 geographical and ethnic 
groupings. "22 

Yet, it should be pointed out tha1 while fa~ades or their 
profiles differ from place 10 place, they are essentially 
equivalent at a basic level; for example, there may be many 
places in Mesoarnerica where mythic time began; 'Jeo. 
tihuacan happened to be one of them. The ornamental 
significance of the different profiles lies, as Kubler noted, in 
their geographic specificity. They help distinguish between 
sites that are essentially equivalent in cosmological tenns by 
means of geographic identity. Ethnic and political iden1i1y 
must have followed from this , 10 various degrees. 

In conclusion, Mesoamerican architecture clearly em, 
ploys siting, precinct delimi1a1ion, orientation and hier
archical levels 10 establish and qualify conceptual signifi
cance. Ornament, as an adjectival clement, is integral and 
not merely additive decoration in this case. When seen in 
this light, geographical differences in fafade or profile 
ornamentation reveal relatively minor variations in long-



standing conventional form as much as they reveal changes 
in meaning and s1yle. full unders1anding of the significance 
of Mesoamerican archi1ec1ural fonns, indeed of probably all 
Pre-Columbian artis1ic fonns, can be d istorted as long as 
\\bstcm predilections for detecting the historical discon
tinuities and unique inventions of changing styles are 
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Figure I, Pyramid of the Sun (view from the southwest), ca. 100-200 A.O. , Tootihuacan, Mexico. From Dr. E.C. Krupp, 
Echoes of the A11cie111 Skies: The Astronomy of lost Civilizations (New York: Harper & Row, 1983). p. 277. Photo by Robin 
Rector Krupp. 

Figure 2, Street of the Dead (aerial view from the northwest, with the Pyramid of the Sun in the center), ca. 200 A.O .. 
Tuotihuacan , Mexico. From Doris Heyden and Paul Gendrop, Pre•Co/11111bitm Architecture of Mesoamerica, trans. Judith 
Stanton, History of World Architecrure, gen. ed. Pier Luigi Nervi (New York: Abrams, 1975), part of pl. 38. Photo by Compania 
Mexicana Aerofoto, Mexico City, 
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Figure 3. Main stairway of the Thmple of Quetzalcoatl (with 
wlud-and-rablero fa~ade to the right), ca. 200 A .D., 
Teotihuac.an, Mexico. From Jacques Soustelle, Arts of 
Anciem Mexico, trans. Elizabeth Cannichael. 2d ed. (New 
York: Viking, 1967), pl . 50. Photo by Claude Arthaud and F. 
Heben-Stevens. 

F -
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Figure 4, Representations of Thotihuacao temples: derived 
from a pouery sherd with champleve decoratfon (left), 
and from a fresco detail at Tutitla, Mexieo (right). From Mi
guel Covarrubias, Indian Art of Mexico and Ce111ra/ Amer
ico (New York: Knopf, 1957), fig. 52. Drawings by Co
varrubias. 

Figure 5, Various rab/ero profiles found in Mesoamerica. 
From Heyden and Gendrop (see citation Figure 2), pl. 61. 
Drawing by the studio of Enzo di Grazia. 
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A Possible Source for Botticelli's Venus 1 

Cheryl Sumner 

Hislorians of Renaissance an ha,,e all but relegated the 
art of Lorenzo di Credi to the depths of obscurity. Although 
some . most no1ably Giorgio Vasari and Gigeua dalli Regoli, 
have spoken highly of Credi 's work, 1he majorily of 
scholars consider him 10 be at besl a poor imita1or of 
Leonardo da Vinci. 2 While Lorenzo's work undoub1edly 
will remain overshadowed by thal of Verrocchio, Leonardo, 
and Raphael , ils imponance 10 the formation of lale 
Quat1rocen10 an in Florence needs to be reas.~sscd . Recenl 
publica1ions, especially 1hose of Dario Covi and Craig 
Hugh Smy1h, have contributed 10 a greater comprehension 
of Credi 's role in the fif1eenth century. 3 This work indicates 
1ha1 Credi brough1 Venetian ideas to Tuscan an. Perhaps the 
most imponant image thal Credi brought back to Florence 
was Venus as a nude figure, an image which could have 
been a source of inspiration for Botticelli's Birth of Venus. 

The Uffizi Venus (Figure I) by Lorenzo di Credi has 
been dismissed in the pasl as a mere copy or study of the 
Bouicelli painting.• Cenainly Credi 's nude is rendered 
without any anributes to aid in i1s identification and is 
placed before a simple background, but dismissing the work 
as a preliminary study preven1s observers from judging the 
painling on its own merits. Despite the simple composition, 
lhe painting has a finished quality which would not be found 
in a mere s1udy. In this large scale painting the artist has 
given his auenlion 10 delails ranging from the subdety of 
expression and the glimmer of lighl reftec1ing on the hair to 
the shadows which are cast at the base of the body. lls 
breadth and solidily crealc an imposing figure, much in the 
manner of the "close-up .. s1udies popularized by the Vene
tian painler, Giovanni Bellini.' 

The Venus also suggests the appearance of s1atua.ry-as 
if Credi had used a sculpture for a model. The crisp, precise 
con1our lines, the fla1 modeling and the overall general 
lighting bring 10 mind sculptural forms. The elonga1ed 
proponions of lhe body, the small breasts, sloping shoulders 
and lhe sinuous curving hip which falls heavily into a 
con1rappos10 stance, point specifically to Hellenistic sculp-
1ural pro101ypes. The thin diaphanous cloth, which covers 
1he figure, seems oddly ponderous as ii fal ls 10 the ground. 
The cloth, which forms a "third leg," is reminiscenl of the 
tree stumps and other objects placed al the base of ancien1 
matble s1a1ues 10 maintain a physical balance. 

This way of ponraying Venus in the nude is a familiar 
one today and one which is normally associated with 
Renaissance art. Yel ironically, one would be hard pressed 
lo name an example of the nude Venus in Floren1ine an un1il 
the 1480s wi1h the appearance of Credi 's work and Bot-
1icelli 's Birth of Venus (Figure 2). In fact, aside from the 
early fourteenth-century Chrislianizcd Venus on Giovanni 
Pisano 's Pisa Pulpit (though I 10 represenc temperance), the 
image of Venus in 1he nude does 001 appear in the an of 1he 
early Renaissance in Florence until the 1480s. 6 

The deanh of ancienl examples of nude Venus could be 
lhe reason for the infrequenl depiction of the subjecl in the 

early Renaissance. Marble \.\muses from an1iquity known in 
che fifleenth cen1ury were limited to a few isola1ed exam
ples. The mosc famous examples today, the Capi1oline and 
Medici Venuses, were not known to the Quattrocen10 
artist. 7 

Only two surviving accounts describe ancienc s1a1ues 
of Venus in Tuscany. The firs t was wrinen by Benvenulo da 
lmola in the 1370s. He wro1e: 

In a priva1e house in Florence I saw a beau1ifully 
wrough1 marble Venus, represented in the fashion 
in which she was once depicced . She was entirely 
naked , with her lefl hand covering her priva1e 
parts and her righ1 hand before her breasls. II was 
said 10 be a work of Polycletus, bu1 this I do not 
believe.• 

The second account comes from Ghibeni 's Com111e111aries 
written in the middle of the fifteench century. He wri1es of a 
statue of Venus which he knew only from a sketch drawn a 
cen1ury before by Ambrogio Lorenze1ti; the statue was 
discovered by Sienese workmen who inadvenently dug ii 
up.• Unfonuna1ely, Ghiberti did 001 describe the pose of the 
figure, nor menlion whether the figure was unclo1hed. 

Florentine anis1s had linle information and few exam
ples of ancienl s1atues of Venus in their immediate environ
menc. Therefore, the revi1alization of che image of the nude 
Venus by Credi raises the question of origins. In the past 
few years, an bis1orians have given anention 10 the emer
gence of Venetian motifs in Florentine an during the last 
quaner of the Quamocento. 0-aig Hugh Smyth raises 1he 
possibility thal withou1 lhese connections with Venetian an, 
the forma1ion of High Renaissance in Florence would nol 
have developed in the manner thal ii did. 10 In one of his 
many examples, Smylh mentions that the painting of 1he 
Vcne10 affected the work of Andrea del Verrochio and 
olhers in his circle, most nolably Lorenzo di Credi , a 
student and valued assis1an1. 11 Verrocchio absorbed certain 
stylistic and iconographic elemen1s found in Venetian an 
and combined lhem wilh Tuscan traditions. 

Smyth 's 1hesis has been supplemen1ed by Dario Covi 
who has discovered documenls 1ha1 place Verrocchio in 
Venice in June of 1469, almost two decades earlier than 
formerly believed. 12 Upon his return 10 Florence in 1470, 
Verrocchio, still freshly under the influence of ¼!ne1ian 
an, pain1ed the Gambier-Parry Madonna and Child (Fig
ure 3). 13 This half-leng1h Mado1111a a11d Child, represenled 
on a parape1 wilh a landscape background, is unique 10 the 
an of Florence, bu1 1he formula had been used in ¼ne.tian 
an since the mid-fifleenth century. 14 The landscape, a 1ype 
often observed in Venetian painling, is traceable 10 Flemish 
an and consists of low-lying hills, seanered buildings and a 
river or body of waler which curves inco the distance under 
a calm, luminous sky. 

In all probabilily Lorenzo was 100 young 10 have 
tTaVeled to Venice with his master in 1469. 15 The earlies! 
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Once the relationship between Credi 's Venus and the 
nude figures from Venice is understood, the comparison 
between his nude and that of Botticelli assumes a new 
importance. At firs t glance, the two Venuses appear 10 be 
mirror images of each other. They both have lofty propor
tions, sloped shoulders, elongated torso and the distant, 
dreamy expression. The contrappos10 stance and the ges
rures of modesty associated with the Venus Pudica are also 
similar. 

Nonetheless, a number of differences come to the fore 
upon closer examination. Botticelli has used the same 
clements as Credi, but has taken these elements further. The 
sloping shoulders become even more sloped, the already 
elongated arms in Credi 's work become even longer in 
Botticelli's and the tilt of the head goes beyond nature, as 
Botticelli angles the head in an unnatural position. Despite 
the heavy, solid torso of Botticelli's Venus, the figure seems 
to glide towards the foreground weightlessly. Botticelli has 
pushed the contrapposto 10 the point that it loses the solidity 
and firrnness norrnally as~ociated with the stance and 
becomes a swaying motion often referred to as Gothic. 
These differences serve to underline the creativity of Bot
ticelli. Though he may have been inspired by Credi 's 
depiction of ¼>nus, Botticelli has translated the image into 
his own terms. 

While historians have commented often that Botticelli 
used an ancient marble Venus as a model, they have been 
unable to identify such a source. No available records 
remain which indicate that Botticelli ever traveled north . In 
fact, extant records show that Botticelli left Florence only 
once when he traveled to Rome in 1481 to assist with the 
decoration of the Sistine Chapel. Scholars today generally 

I This paper is based upon preliminary dissc-rtation research. 

:? For example sec S.J. Frccdbc.rg. Painting of the Jfiglr Rt·11,,isS<mu itt 
Rome and Flo"nte (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Prc..;s, 
1961), pp. 72-3. Frccdbcrg r.ites Credi as one or the secondary 
1nasters. Fa.h>• says that "II is clear 1ha11hc art or L<:>rcnzo di Credi docs 
not pl3)' a leading role in the line of succession that leads from the 
briJliam innova1ions of the ~occhio workshop to the art of the first 
de<:3des of I.he sixteenth cen1ury." Evereu Fahy. ·--rt,e Earliest Works or 
fra Banolommco, - An 811lletin, 51 (1969). 142. 

3 Craig Hugh Smyth, ··¼:nice and the Emergence in Aorence ... in 
Flormaond VenlctCompof'is<mSontl Relmions ed. Craig Hugh Smyth 
(Florence: La Nuo\·a Italia Editrice. 1979). pp. 21S-6: and Da.rioCovi. 
.. Fmr New Doeumems Concerning Andrea del ~nocchio, - Art 
8111/etiri. 48 ( 1966). pp. 97-103. 

4 Gigetui Dalli Regoli, ltJrtnw di Crtdi (Pisa: Ediz.ione di Comunita. 
1966), pp. 138-40. 

S lo this example one is particularly reminded of the cfose~up, half• 
length ligurcs or Gio\tanni Bellini. The idea of placing the subject in 
lhe immedi:ue foreground in a "close~up- manoer was popular 
throughout the \'bneto. See Six.ten Ringbom. Icon to Narr(ltfrt: TIit 
Rist ()/ the Dranl(Ui( C/()St•Up i11 the Fiftee111h Century Devotio11al 
1¼1iming (Abo: Abo Akademi. 1965). 

6 Kenneth Clark. The N11de (New York: Doubleday and Co .. 1959). pp. 
146-171. 

7 Francis Haskill and Nicholas Penny, Tast, a,1d the A,1tlque (New 
H:wen; Yale Un.i\ffl.ily Press. 1981). p. 16. 

accept the hypothesis that Botticelli joined 'krrocchio 's 
studio in the early 1470s where he would not only have met 
Lorenzo di Credi but would have been exposed to the 
'knetian motifs which ¼rrocchio brought back from ¼n
ice. 29 Because of Credi 's assimilation of the Venetian Venus 
type, his painting would seem logically 10 come before the 
Venus of Botticelli . 

Three studies of a Venus before a dark ground have 
been attributed 10 the workshop of Botticelli (Figure 7), ,o 
While the proportions of the bodies are close to Botticelli's , 
the formal parallels Credi's work. At the tum of this 
century, Ridolfi concluded that these studies indicate that 
Botticelli and Credi were involved in a competition for the 
commission of the Birth of Venus.'' Since both Credi's 
1/4,nus and Botticelli's masterpiece were in the Medici 
collection, his hypothesis is an interesting one. Most other 
art historians have dismissed Ridolfi ·s idea, but have failed 
10 explain the similarities of the compositions. Certainly, 
the use of the Venus Pudicll type standing before an 
unadorned background is unparalleled in Florentine art, yet 
similar works such as Lucas Cranach's 1/4,nus and Cupid of 
1509 and the Ve1111s by Lorenzo Costa support Kenneth 
Clark's contention that such a unique forrna1 was not 
"invented independently. "32 

The chronological relationship between Credi 's Venus 
and the nude in Botticelli's Birth of Venus is not clear. The 
importance of the Venetian artistic environment with respect 
to the renewed interest in the nude Venus image, the recent 
documentation of Credi's travels to Venice, and more 
importantly the similarity of his 1/4,nus to the Venetian 
examples strongly suggest that Credi ·s Venus came first. 

Aorida Stale University 

8 Peter Murrdy. '1'be Continuily of l.'llioity, ·· A1>0ll0. 81 (1965). p. 299. 

9 Ibid .. pp. 299-300. 

10 Smy1h. pp. 215, 223- 227. 

11 Ibid. 
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in Allegemei'1tS U.dl:on der bi//le,,de.,t Kiins1l1:r, 8, pp. 73-4. 

16 Gi.inther Pissavan1. J't>m)(t'hic> (London: Phaidon Press. Lid. 1969), 
p. 40. ½sari-Milanesi. le Vite de' piu e<:ull~nti Ar<hitetti. Piuori et 
Se11ltorll1aUani. Ill (Florence. 1879). p. 25: and Raimond ¼n Marie. 
Tht Dew•lc,pment of the lu,lian SC"h(>()/s of Pai111ing, \bl. 13 (The 
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1931). pp. 269-334. 
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21 \~My Sheard. "'The Tomb of Doge Andrea \~ndramin, ·· Diss. )1lle 
University 1971, pp. 81-3. 
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29 Smy,h, p. 224. 
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Figure I, Lorenzo di Credi, Venus. ca. 1480s, Uffizi, 
Florence: Gigena dalli Regoli, lhre11zo di Credi, 1966, plale 
I V. 



Figure 2, Sandro Bouicelli,Birth ofVe1111s, ca. 1486, Uffizi, Florence; Luciano Bcni, The Uffiv a11d Vasari Corridor. 1978, p. 48. 

Figure 3, Andrea del Verrocchio (atlrib.). Mado1111a a11d 
Child, ca. 1470, Gambier and Parry Collection, Courtauld 
Institute Galleries, London; Art 8ulleri11, 109 (1967), p. 21. 
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Figure 4 , Lorenzo di Credi , A11111111cia1io11. ca: 1481, Uffizi, 
Florence; Luciano Berti , The Uffizi anti Vasari Corridor. 
1978, p. 23. 
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Figure 5, Tullio Lombardo (aurib.), 14!11us Prudentia, ta. 
1455, Cleveland Museum of Art; \lkndy Sheard, A111iqui11• 
in the Re11ai;"a11ce, 1979, p. 38. 



Figure 6, Antonio Rizzo, £.,,, ca. 1488, Palazzo Doge, 
\\mice: Charles Seymour, Sculpture in Italy 1400- 1500, 
1966. plate 143. 

Figure 7, Sandro Botticelli (workshop), Venus, c,,. 1486, 
Galena Sabauda. Turin. 
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The Symbolism of Tune in the Medici Chapel 

Kathy Z. Gillis 

The iconography of Michelangelo ·s unfinished Medici 
Chapel, begun in 1519, is still not fully understood. Schol
ars such as Erwin Panofsky, Charles de Tolnay, Creighton 
Gilbert, and Frederick Harn have provided various inter
pretations, yet, from the vantage point of the symbolism of 
1ime, their views are incomplete. This paper approaches 
the chapel in symbolic terms, an aspect that directly 
involves the four sculptures known as Night , Day, Dmvn, 
and Dusk. In order to achieve this, a basic understanding of 
symvol must be reached, in turn, properly relating visual 
components to a concept of Time. The ideas upon which I 
draw are based on ancient, medieval, and Renaissance 
texts. 

Panofsky's interpretation of the chapel involves the 
intricacies of Neoplatonic thought of the sixteenth century. ' 
He emphasizes the correspondence of elementS in the 
program with imponant Neoplatonic concepts. Panofsky 
interprets the figures as suffering from human experience: 
" . . . they cannot escape from a bondage both invisible and 
inescapable. " 1 He believes that Michelangelo was search
ing for visual symbols of life and destiny as he experienced 
them and claims that Michelangelo sought and found 
answers in Neoplatonism. 3 Since he interpreted the figures 
as symbolic of the destructive power of lime, in his terms, 
Dusk is ·'exhausted with ineffable fatigue," Dawn is 
"awakening with deep disgust," Night is "not finding real 
sleep," and Dt,y is "convulsed with causeless and ineffec
tive wra1h. "' Panofsky used such strong descriptions in 
order to fir the s1a1ues in10 a Ncoplatonic schema; for him, 
1hey illustrale the incurable pain to which the human soul is 
subjecled while in the eanhly body.> In his perception, the 
planned four rivers were coessential with the four elements, 
while 1he four figures represenling times of day are the four 
humors, constituling the human body and determining 
human moods.• Panofsky covers each of the manifestalions 
of four that he can find, but seems not to recognize thal 
these observations are the result of Michelangelo's pro
gram, not the inception of it. 

Creighton Gilben 's anicle, "Texts and Contexts of the 
Medici Chapel," concentrates on notes Michelangelo wrote 
on preliminary drawings for the chapel. Gilben sees the 
statues of Night and Dt,y not as a single, specific night and 
day, but as the concept of 1hc opposing forces of night and 
day. 7 Condi vi affirms tha1 man and woman represent " Day 
and Night collectively, time which consumes all . "8 Gilben 
finds a textual source for these figures in Dante's Com•ivio 
which was first printed in Florence in 1490. In this work, 
Dante described life in terms of an arc which rises and falls, 
has four segments, four ages of man, four seasons, and four 
times of day. According to Gilben, "Dante labels the four 
1imcs of day with their names in the church offices, terce, 
nones, vespers, and after vespers. "9 Gilbert believes that 
this is what Michelangelo's four figures represent. 

Frederick Han1 reads in the female figures of Dmw, 
and Night, the opposing qualities of virgin and mo1her, 
respectively, which perhaps explains Panofsky's depiction 
of Dmv11 as "awakening with deep disgus1 , " and Night "not 
finding real sleep." These opposing attitudes arc "mirac
ulously uni1cd" in Mary, who possesses both qualities. •0 

Harn also mentions 1he ancienl opposition of the womb and 
the sepulchre, having in common the aspec1 of holding the 
body before binh and after death. specifically the body of 
Christ. 11 

To this researcher, the flaw in all of these approaches is 
fai lure to recognize the figures of Night , Day, Dawn, and 
Dusk as symbols, and the incorrect assumption that they are 
allegories 1hat require interpretation. A simple distinction 
between allegory and symbol is that allegory requires an 
interpretation, while symbol does not. (In li1crary 1erms, an 
allegory is a perfectly worked-out scheme; a symbol is an 
accretion of meaning and conno1ation.) As Angus Fletcher 
defines it, allegory is translatable, whereas symbol is a 
universal language "impervious to local limitations. " 12 

Another imponant difference between allegory and symbol 
is that allegory is always conscious, while there is the 
possibility that the general truth which underlies a symbol 
can be unconscious. 13 

In Renaissance thought, symbol carried a deeper mean
ing than it carries today. The writings of Ernst Cassirer, 
Thomas Menon, and John Dixon provide the basis for the 
definition of symbol that is incorporated here and is closely 
connected to the significance it carried in the six1eenth 
cenrury. Those scholars defi ne the symbol as more than an 
object. For Cassirer, symbols are "instruments" which are 
used 10 pose man ·s essential ques1ions; his emphasis is on 
the relation between symbolic forms. 14 Menon treatS the 
symbol like a transitive verb, discussing its "role and 
function," not even considering a symbol a noun.• • Dixon 
is interested in the symbol in temis of relations . While 
Cassirer emphasizes symbolic forms , Dixon concentrates 
on symbolic structures. •• 

As symbolic form or symbolic structure, symbols are 
realizations of universals . The symbol is 1he base to which 
all things can be reduced." Symbols provide awareness of 
the meaning of life and reality. 18 Puncrary monumems, such 
as the Medici Chapel, are by nature involved with questions 
concerning the meaning of life, and ultimately, of death. 

According to Cassirer, the intellect crea1es symbols or 
symbolic forms from things which are knowable, namely, 
natural phenomena. •• Along with phenomena !here are 
what Dixon terms "primal experiences," which include 
bin.h, death, maturation, decay, light, and dark. For Dixon, 
these are experienced not in isolation, but as pan of 
panicular symbolic structures .20 In this way, symbol is 
arrived at through an intuitive a~sociation of relationships: 
one cannot "know" the true meaning of anything until 
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something happens in relation to it or is understood as 
opposing it." Since the act of symbolization may be 
considered as occurring prior lo thought, 22 we can assume 
unconscious decision-making and symbol fonnation in the 
mind of the artist. 

While the Medici Cardinal who commissioned the 
Chapel (Figure 1) 23 desired a Medici iconography relating 
10 the Resurrection, Michelangelo had a free hand in the 
ancillary figures. His many studies , which show the incor
poration and elimination of a number of ideas, demonstrate 
1ha1 such decisions were left to him as long as the effigies of 
the dukes were included and the Cardinal was provided with 
his general demands (Figures 2- 3). A similar situation 
exists with the ig,wdi of the Sistine Chapel . While not being 
figures central 10 an overall theme dictated by Pope Julius, 
they continue 10 emerge as some of the most powerful 
imagery on the ceiling . 

A clear understanding of a concept of Time was 
important 10 Renaissance philosophers. According to Cas
sirer, all conceptions exist under the conditions of Time and 
Space. 24 Space is the form of our "outer experience," while 
Time is the fonn of our "inner experience." As a symbol, 
lime reaches deep into the human spirit beyond external 
experience. Cassirer conceives of lime as a process, a 
continuous stream of events. 25 Succession is critical for an 
organism 's existence in the three dimensions of1ime: past, 
present, and future. No one moment can be taken in 
isolation without a consideration of its history or a reference 
to its future. 26 

St . Augustine wrote a number of meditations on the 
concept of Time. The Renaissance philosophers found 
sources in Plato and Aristotle on which 10 build concepts of 
1ime. The writers of the late fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries concentrated on relating their ideas to temporal 
phenomena they observed, most notably, the movemenL~ 
and configurations of the planets and the stars . The literary 
attributes given to 1ime during the Renaissance often lead 
to associati'on with the divine. Ficino makes an analogy 
between 1ime and the movement of the sun. In De Sole he 
gives credit for days, seasons, and the behavior of the 
planets 10 the sun." The sun determines days and nights, 
the hours, the months , and the years. aU by virtue of itS 
movement. The sun generates heat and gives life. The sun is 
1ime. and the sun, as Plato believed, was the visible image 
of God. 28 Ficino goes even further by comparing the sun to 
Christ in tenns of death and resurrection: "Just as we hope 
Christ ... will awaken from the earth all human bodies 
with the splendor of his body, so every year, after the deadly 
winter, we await the sun, lord of Aries, who recalls 10 life 
and to beauty the seeds of all things ... hidden in the earth 
as if dead. "29 The sun plays an obvious role in an 
understanding of life and death . The view an individual has 
towards death influences his view of Time. If death is 
viewed as a pa~sage, leading to repeated reincarnation, a 
cyclical view is appropriate . A serial view is adopted when 
one accepts death as a passage 10 a life beyond, not a return 
to anything.•° Cyclical and serial views of 1ime are both 
present in Michelangelo 's planning of the Medici Chapel. 

\\I, must ask how, specifically, the figures in the 
Medici Chapel are symbols of lime. 31 These sculptures arc, 
first of all, figures in their own right. They have qualities 
and personalities that four distinct individuals would pos
sess as the stone takes on qualities of Jive human beings. As 
Gilbert has described it, the dukes responded to people 
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coming in the chapel door. 32 In contemporary poetry Night 
(Figure 4) is assumed alive: 

The Night, that you sec sleeping in so sweet 
attitude 

Was carved by an Angel in this stone; 
And because she sleeps, she lives. 
\¼kc her, if you do not believe it. and she will 

speak to you." 

And Michelangelo has the stone herself reply: 

Sleep is dear to me, and being of stone is dearer 
While injury and shame endure. 
Not seeing, not hearing to me is great good 

fortune; 
Therefore, do not awaken me: ah , speak low.14 

These figures. locked in a permanent cycle with each 
other, are-while individuals-also part of a whole. Con
divi mentions the four statues as such: '' Although there was 
one conception and one fonn for them all. nevertheless 
the figures are all different and in different fom1s and 
attitudes. " 35 

Elliot Jacques, in his essay on 1ime, points out that all 
living things are involved in activity, reflection, sleep. and 
drearning.3• These pursuits can be found in the four figures 
of Night, Day, Dawn, and Dusk. Even their names are 
suggestive of these pursuits: Day usually finds one acti"e: 
Dusk is time to reflect upon the day passed; Night calls for 
sleep; and arousal from this sleep is the disturbance or end 
of dreams, Dawn. 

Jacques separates Time into memory, perception, an 
ticipation, and desire, which he links to the modes of pas1, 
present, and future. These can also be paired with Du,!, 
Day, D(llv11, and Night, respectively. This is not 10 sai 
however, that Michelangelo set out to represent action 
reflection, sleep, dream , memory, perception, anticipation, 
or desire. The point is merely that these aspects which are 
exemplary of the condition of Time and of human beings. 
are found in works which were conceived within the idea ol 
representing 1ime. 

Other natural symbols are integrated with the idea ol 
1ime in the Medici Chapel. The consistent use of th, 
symbolic numbers three and four is one example. Accord 
ing to Cassirer, the concept of Number itself holds a 
position equal to that of Space and 1ime. 37 Cassirer refers 
to all three as the "three basic intuitions. "38 Numbering is 
particularly important as a facile means of expressing 
relations. Numbering also places opposition in balance." 
The number three has a fundamental role in human con
sciousness based on the intuition of I, thou, and he,4° and 
the idea of the Trinity is grounded on similar foundations. 
The number four has a universal cosmic significance: north. 
south, east, and west arc distinguished as the cardinal poinL, 
of the world. The veneration of the number four is evident 
in the worship of the form of the cross.• 1 In Time, three and 
four occur in the three modes of past, present, and future, 
and in the four divisions of the year. Aristotle asserted the 
importance of these numbers in relation to the universal 
clements. 

An ordered geometry is found in the architectural 
program of the Medici Chapel. The chapel is divided 
horizontally into three zones, and the walls divide i· 



vertically into four. Each wall tomb is set in architecture 
divided venically and horizontally into threes (Figure 5). ' 2 

There are four functional doors in the chapel and four non
functional ones.'' A triangle defines the present disposition 
of the figures. Each representative of Time forms the comer 
of the base of a triangle with a duke at the apex. If the 
intended river gods had been set in place, this triangle 
would have rested stably on the floor of the chapel (Figure 
6). With these extra four figures. the number four would be 
repeated once again , and the two facing triangles could be 
seen as two sides of a pyramid , with the four river gods 
acting as the base. 

The plan to include river gods in the final program 
involves incorporation of yet another symbol , water. 
Michelangelo referred to them as the "fiumi," stressing not 
their individual identification with particular rivers, or river 
gods. but simply rivers, which provide a complimentary 
element to the flow of lime. Martin Weinberger says there 
is no stronger symbol for the ··even, unchanging flow of 
time than the eternal sameness of the flowing river that rolls 
its waters forever into the infinity of the sea. "44 

Also in the Medici Chapel we find natural symbols of 
opposition in the four times of day. Day and Night are in 
opposition as male and female, as consciousness and 
unconsciousness, and as wakefulness and sleep. The ulti
mate opposition is that between life and death.'' The figures 
which comprise the 'times of day' do not stand for specifics. 
Michelangelo no ted that he wanted them to show 
ephemerality, "veloce corso. "46 The motion through lime, 
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igure 3, Michelangelo, Desig11 for a double tomb of tire 
~//cristy of Sm, Lorenzo. British Museum, London. Draw
mg 1859-5-14-822, verso. (Counesy of the lrustees of the 
British Museum.) 

Figure 2, Michelangelo, Design for middle tomb of the 
Sacristy of Sa11 Lore11zo. British Museum, London. Draw
ing 1859-6-25-545. recto. (Counesy of the Trustees of the 
British Museum.) 
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Figure 4, Michelangelo, Night, Tomb ofGi11/ia110, 1519-34, San Lorenzo, Florence. (Fratclli Alinari, Florence No. 442731 
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Figure 5. Michelangelo, Tomb of Lorenzo. 1519- 34, San Lorenzo, Florence. (Fratelli Alinari, Florence No. 2249) 

Figure 6, Michelangelo, Tombs of Lorenzo de' Medici and 
G11ilianode'Medici, 1519-34, San Lorenzo, Florence: rein- J 
tegration by A.E. Popp Showing the tombs including the 
River Gods. (Panofsky, Erwin. Studies in /co,w/ogy. New 
York: Harper and Row, 1972, Plate LXXVII , Figures 
144-145.) 
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Stylistic and Scientific Influences on the Magni Mogolis lmperium 

Nancy l . Gustke 

Cartography as a union of art and science reached its 
zenith in seventeenth-century Holland. Maps had surpassed 
the purely functional portolan charts' of the mariners and 
became prized for their decorative qualities as much if not 
more than for their scientific accuracy. The Magni Mogolis 
lmperium (The Great Mogol Empire), Figure I, in the 
collection of the University Gallery at the University of 
Florida, is an excellent example of this union. Herein we 
wish to examine the historical precedents . both scientific 
and artistic, which led to this map's configuration and 
design. 

The map. originally part of an atlas, is a hand-colored 
copper-plate engraving 20 inches by 23 inches. It shows 
India between the Ganges and the Indus Rivers (India lmra 
G1111ge111 llldosra11) bordered by the Region of the Persian 
Realm (Regni Persici Pars) to the east, the Region of the 1'ar 
Tori (1/,r 1/,riae Ptirs) to the north, and the Region of the 
Chinese Realm(Regni Chinae Pars) to the west.2 11 is drawn 
10 scale using the standard German mile (1,000 feet) as 
indicated in the canouche in the upper right comer. The 
canouche in the lower left corner, Figure 2, indicates that 
the map was given as a gift or dedicated to D. Johanni 
Hvydekoper, a knight in the kingdom of Marfenvenn , 
Neerdyck, and other places, a senator and member of the 
town council and moreover a member of the Council of the 
India Society.J The coat of anns is undoubtedly Hvyde
koper's. Heraldry was prevalent in maps of this period and 
used for decoration as well as 10 elicit patronage or 
subscriptions.• The inscription also indicates the map was 
issued by Joan and Cornelius Blaeu. 

Holland was the major maritime country of Europe 
during this period and Amsterdam replaced Antwerp as the 
center for cartography. It was here, in a country entering the 
golden age of travel and eltploration, that the Dutch East 
India Company was established in 1602 and the Durch West 
India Company was founded in 1621. Holland was also a 
country interested in science and education. and universities 
al Leyden and Utrecht became some of the most dis
tinguished in Europe. 

The predominant Calvinist theology with its disdain 
for religious embellishments and emphasis on the home 
produced a pragmatic people. As a result , the wealthy class 
wanted decorations for their homes that reflected a straight
forward way of life and their materialistic interests which 
were often those of shipping and exploration. What more 
logical fonn of interior embellishment than maps proclaim
ing tlte Dutch dominance of the seas? Consequently. elabo
rate atlases and wall maps became extremely popular. 

Johannes Venneer's painting. Officer and laughing 
Girl (Figure 3). provides an example of how these maps 
were used as interior decoration.' ¼nneer's paintings often 
showed interiors of Dutch middle-class homes with people 
engaged in daily activities. and his depiction of wall maps 
reinforces the decorative role cartography achieved. The 

map p<)rtrnyed in Officer and the laughing Girl shows 
Holland and West Friesland with the northern compass point 
facing left since it was not yet standard to position north at 
the top. 6 While part of the optical exactness adhered to by 
the '•Little Dutch Masters," Venneer's derailing of the maps 
in his pictures may also reflect his appreciation of the same 
visual precision exhibited by his cartographic contempo
raries. 

Joan Blacu and his brother Cornelius were sons of the 
famous cartographer Willem Janszoon Blaeu (1571-1638). 
The elder Blacu had studied under astronomer Tyco Brahe 
in Denmark and was well known as a maker of instruments 
and globes as well as maps. He wa.~ also responsible for the 
invention of an improved printing press which eventually 
became standard equipment in Europe and England. 7 An 
engraving by Philip Gale, Figure 4, shows the interior of a 
map house typical of the one operated by the Blaeus.8 The 
scientific accuracy of Willem ·s sea chart.~ led 10 his appoint
ment as official hydrographcr for the Dutch East India 
Company in 1633. 

Joan joined his father in the printing business in 1630 
after receiving a law degree at Leyden University. When 
Willem died in 1638, Joan assumed control of the printing 
establishment. He also followed his father as official map
maker for the Dutch East India Company; his duties 
included, "the making of manuscript charts and sailing 
directions for the navigarors . .. and verification of the 
journals kept on the voyages. "9 Little use of this material, 
however, was made in creating maps for the atlases . There 
was a clear distinction between the navigational charts and 
commercial cartography which was more prized for its 
beauty. Joan issued maps with his brother Cornelius only 
between 1638 when their father died and 1644 when 
Cornelius died at age 34. Joan continued to run his highly 
profitable business until a fire destroyed the shop in Febru
ary of 1672. At that time any plates that survived were sold 
off and Joan retired. 

The Magni Mogolis /111periu111 first appeared in Blaeu 's 
1638 edition of his atlas entitled the Theatrt11n Orbis 
Terrarum which consisted of two volumes and was issued in 
four languages: Latin, Dutch, Gennan, and French. By 
1655 the Theatrt,m had grown to six volumes containing 
over 350 maps. The popularity of atlases and Joan Blaeu 's 
fierce rivalry in arias production with Johannes Jannssonius 
prompted the publication of Blacu 's Grand Atlas or Atlas 
Maior in 1663. It was issued in Latin, French, Dutch, and 
Spanish. The Latin edition was, as usual, the most popular 
and contained over 3,000 pages of text in eleven volumes. 
The University of Florida Gallery's copy of the Magni 
Mogolis lmperitlm contains text on the reverse side indicat
ing that it appeared in the Latin version of either the 
Theatrt11n or the Grand Atlas. 

Once a map such as this was engraved, it was used in 
the san1e fonn for many )<Cars. Usually a large number of 
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issues were pulled at one time and the various texts were 
added later. The original plate for the Magni Mogolis 
lmperi11111 must have been engraved in 1638 since that is 
both the fi rst year it appeared and the earliest date that maps 
were jointly issued by Joan and Cornelius. Because it has 
been removed from i1s original context, it is not now 
possible to ascenain which atlas contained this example. 

These atlases were used as stale gifts by the United 
Republic and as presents on trade and diplomatic missions 
of the Dutch East India Company. The Mt,gni Mogolis 
lmperi11111 usually appeared in the Asia volume which 
contained mostly maps of China. Because of the imponance 
of Asia 10 Holland , it has been speculated 1ha1 there may 
have been a reluctance ,o include more infonnation than 
necessary about this prized trading center. During the 
Middle Ages the Arabs had withheld their knowledge of sea 
routes 10 India in order to retain control of trade, and it 
would appear the Dutch may have been following tradition. 

India has always been considered an exotic land and 
has interested conquerors, explorers, and traders from even 
before the time of Alexander the Great. Among Alexanders 
army were geographers and historians who recorded details 
and made measurements as they marched. Their repons 
were funher enhanced by information from the Indians who 
shared their records of the country. This material was 
eventually housed in the great libraries of Alexandria and 
used by Ptolemy along with personal data he received from 
sailors and ship builders 10 create his Geographia of the 
known world in 150 A.D. A reproduction of his 11wppa
mwuli or world map, Figure 5, shows a land-locked Indian 
Ocean and an India with almost no visible peninsula. In his 
maps of India this feature is greatly foreshonened and 
Ceylon or Sri Lanka is shown both on the left and the right. 
This was not corrected until 1508. 

Ptolemy of Alexandria is considered the father of 
modern geography and his maps and theories dominated the 
moslcm and Christian world for 1500 years. 10 The 
Geagr<1phict'was unknown in Europe until the 1400s when it 
was brought to Florence from Byzantium and translated into 
Latin . Included were eight t>ooks of text plus 27 maps, one 
of which was the two-page mappamwuli. Not only did the 
discovery have a profound effect on canography, but ac
cording 10 Edgenon in his book The Re,wi.wmce Rediscov
ery of linear Perspectfre, Ptolemy's theories on projecting a 
spherical surface on 10 a two-dimensional plane were to 
have an imponanl impact on the understanding and applica
tion of linear perspective. The canographic center was 10 
remain in Italy until late in the fifteenth century. 

When distressed by the heavy taxes Venetians were 
levying on spices , the Portuguese set out to chan a way to 
lndia and the Spice Islands. ½tsco da Gama rounded the 
coast of Africa in 1497 and the Portuguese quickly set up 
trade with India which they dominated over the next 
hundred years. The Ponuguese made excellent maps to 
record their trade routes and discoveries. These were kept in 
the possession of the king 10 prevent rival nations from 
discovering the way to the wealth of Asia. 

The Ponuguese controlled the trade in India until they 
were overthrown by Spain in 1580. At that lime Holland 
was a Spanish province and Dutch sailors began serving on 
Ponuguesc ships. They became aware of the sea routes and 
no doubt acquired access 10 the highly guarded Ponuguese 
maps. The Dutch eventually assumed control of the Indian 
trade and established the Dutch East India Company after 
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they ovenhrcw the Spanish rule. In August of 1596 the 
Dutch ships rounded the Cape of Good Hope under the 
command of Cornelius Houtman. The English were also 
interested in sharing in the riches of the Indian trade and the 
British East India Company was charted by the Queen on 
December 31, 1600. 

Sixteenth century India was divided into three large 
areas one of which was the Mogol empire consolidated 
under Akbar who took over as ruler in 1556 and ruled for45 
years. 1' This period represented the cultural peak of the 
empire and European travelers were amazed at the magnifi• 
cent Mogol coun. 12 Europe was definitely excited by lhe 
treasure of the Mogol empire and sent ambassadors 10 India. 

England sent an ambassador, Sir Thomas Roe. to lhe 
Mogol empire in 1615. He was sent by King James I 10 meet 
with Emperor Jehangir to discuss establishing factories or 
trading stations. Roe spent four years at the Mogol coon. 
William Baffin was masters mate on the ship A1111e when 
Roe returned 10 England. n Baffin combined information 
from Roe and others 10 produce his map A Descriptio11 of 
East India Ca11tey11ing th' Empire of the Great Mogoll , 
Figure 6." It was first published in 1619 with a second 
edition published in 1632. This was one of the earliest 
English maps of the Mogol empire and one which was 10 
become the standard map of nonh India for over one 
hundred years. 

Baffin's map had a pronounced influence on the 
Blaeus' map of the Mogol empire. Baffin•s map contains a 
circular canouche in the upper right corner showing the sun 
and the lion, symbols of the Mogol emperors. This is joined 
underneath by another circular canouche showing a table of 
the Mogol rulers. The tree-lined .. long walk" Baffin depiC1S 
between Agra and Lahore in the center of the map was 
constrUcted by Akbar, who ruled from 1556-1601. The map 
was engraved by Renold Elstrack known for his excellent 
work. 15 

Baffin ·s map correctly places the mouth of the Indus 
River. He does not include the large lake between China and 
India seen on the Blaeus' map which Marco Polo and 
Mendes Pinto both documented. Pinto was a Ponuguese 
sailor who wrote an account of his twenty.year sojourn in 
China after being shipwrecked in 1537. In the English 
translation of his adventures he describes a large lake from 
which flowed four rivers, "one running east, a second south 
east, the third south, and the founh he thought was possibly 
the Ganges flowing 10 the sea through Bengalia. "16 Thi; 
information may not have been known or was ignored by 
Baffin. The lake was included by Flemish map-maker 
Onelius in his Asia map of 1580 and was included on 
subsequent maps of the Mogol empire all of which were 
based on Baffin's map. 17 There is no such lake recorded in 
lndia today. 

A version of Baffin's map appeared in the atlas by 
Hondius in 1625 (Figure 7). Hondius, firs t a rival of the 
elder Blaeu and later of his sons as well , has retained the 
circular canouche of the Mogol rulers and altered lhe 
coastline slightly. He eliminated the tree-lined walk but 
added the large lake mentioned by Pinto plus another one 10 
the nonh . 

In comparing the Blaeus' Magni Mogoiis lmperium 10 
the Hondius version we find they are almost identical, the 
main changes being the dedication canouche and lhe 
interior decoration. A great deal of forgery occurred be
tween the rival Dutch cMtographers and they constantly 



accused each other of pirating designs. It was quite some 
time before maps were copyrighted to protect the map
maker (ca. 1750). Baffin's map of the Mogol empire is the 
earliest example of a map delineating this specific geo
graphical area which does not include the lower portion of 
the Indian peninsula but only contains the area under Mogol 
rule. The Hondius map shows few changes and a greater 
emphasis on decoration since it was to be included in h.is 
atlas. From Hondius to the Blaeus we see only decorative 
changes. The map was not going to be used by any seamen 
but would appear in a book which would only serve as a 
table decoration. There was no need to concern oneself with 
accuracy or go to any great lengths to change a design that 
adequately served such a purpose. 

The illumination and drawing on seventeenth century 
Dutch maps has never been equalled. Even though the 
\,ftlg11i Mago/is l mperillm was not as elaborate as others, 
there are sti ll interesting cartographic fearures that deserve 
attention. 

As previously noted this is a copper-plate engraving. 
The first maps were printed from woodblocks, where 
lettering and corrections were extremely difficult. \\bod
blocks. however, possessed the advantage of being the same 
thickness as wood type and could be printed on the san1~ 
presses. It was not until the Italians embraced cartography 
after the translation of Ptolemy's Geogrt11>hia that the use of 
copper-plate engraving in reproducing maps came to the 
forefront. Copper-plate engraving had advantages and dis
advantages as well. but its greatest asset was that copper 
was soft and lent itself more readily to intricate detail. The 
engraved line could be more easily varied in thickness. and 
dots and strokes could give a variety of line and shade 
impossible to achieve in a woodcut. It could also be easily 
altered. Its major disadvantages were the cost of copper and 
the requirement of a separate press. However, copper-plate 
engraving remained the major method of preparing maps. 
and the delicacy of line achieved by the cartographers is 
exemplified in 1hcMag11i Mago/is lmperium . 

When the map-maker started to prepare a map he often 
found large expanses of blank space where no information 
about the interior landscape was known. He used these to 
include animals and other decorative elemenis which promp
ted Jonathan Swift 's satirical poem: 

So Geographers. in Afric-maps 
with Savage-Picrures fill their Gaps, 
And, o're unhabitable Downs 
Place Elephants for want of Towns. 1 • 

There were only two species of animals represented in 
the M,1g11i Mago/is lmperium, the elephant and the camel. 
In her book A11i111als i11 Maps W~ma George diseusses the 
localization of animal species in historic maps and note-~ the 
lack of a number of species in maps of India. 19 The Blaeus 
have shown both an African Laxodo11a and the smaller 
Indian elephant, £/ephas (Figure 8). There was not much of 
an attempt at first to differentiate between the two types of 
elephant\ and both were often picrured as being domesti
cated. For a long time there was a general disagreement 
about which was the larger of the two. In the Mag11i 
Moga/is lmperium both arc depicted as approximately the 
same size. The Indian elephant was long considered to be 
the larger species. One theory was that all animals in India 
were larger than those of Africa or the Eastern Mediterra-

nean because the rains and rivers of India were more 
nourishing. 20 Pliny was quoted as saying "Elephants are 
produced by Africa beyond the deserts of Sidra and by the 
country of the Moors also by the land of Etheopia and the 
cave dwellers. as has been said, but the biggest ones by 
India ... ,. The two were not correctly identified until 1799. 

Camels were pictwed both as one-humped and two. In 
maps of India they were artificial representatives usually 
shown as the single-humped domestic variety which the 
Blacus included . Conspicuously absent is the tiger which 
Hondius included in his atlas map. Even though these are 
small drawings, great care has been taken in their 
presentation. 

Cartographers dealing in picture maps always had the 
problem of how to represent the landscape topographically. 
All the features must be in correct relation to one another. 
This requires that the land be viewed from some point 
venically above. But how then to show vertical variability, 
for the land is not a flat wasteland? The cartographer must 
convey a sense of the landscape, therefore, a combination 
of symbols and signs evolved. 

We can see in the Mag11i Moga/is lmperium the 
culmination of years of experimentation. In a portolan map 
by Vesconte Maggiolo dated 1513, Figure 9, we see an 
example of how early cartographers dealt with this prob
lcm. 22 Herc mountains, cicfos, and trees are shown at all 
different angles so that the reader would have to rotate the 
map in an attempt to comprehend it. A standard fonnat for 
the land map was established by the seventeenth century 
where all symbols and words were shown horizontally so 
the reader could more easily understand them; the names of 
rivers were the only exception and were placed along the 
waterway. The Blaeus' map follows this convention. 

Towns and cities were indicated by dots or by circles 
with a star or cross to denote a larger more important city. 
The more prominenl cities and those with fortifications 
might have elevations of buildings in appropriate sizes. This 
is true on the Blaeus· map. 

Mountains. shaded, traditionally, on the east, are 
represented in relief and shown in bird 's-eyc view (Figure 
8). 23 It was said a good geographer always works with the 
light coming from his left. 2' 

Trees were always distinguished as deciduous or con
iferous. The Blaeus have shown two types of trees in the 
Mag11i Mogolis lmperium (Figure 2). The majority are the 
typical hardwood trees but occasionally another t)'pe. possi
bly palms, is also evident. The cartographer was attempting 
to have all symbols easily recognizable without the need for 
a legend . 

Many lettering types have been used by cartographers. 
The German map-makers almost always used Gothic or 
Roman lettering and were one of the few groups to retain 
this style long after it was abandoned by other cartogra
phers." It was not until the Flemish cartographer Gerhard 
Mercator wrote his treatise on lettering that the cursive italic 
hand was officially adopted, and it is still seen on maps 
today. 16 This lettering style was often exaggerated to the 
point where words were almost illegible. Willem Blaeu and 
his sons did much 10 refine and simplify it: the excellent 
calligrap~y on the Mag11i Mogolis lmperium attests to that. 
This lettering format- italic script used for bodies of water, 
simple block letters in the interior with different sizes to 
denote countries and cities-is still followed by car
tographers (Figure 2). 
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Finally 1he 1radi1ion of color cannot be overlooked. 
Color on woodcu1 m~ps of central Europe in 1he six1cen1h 
cenlury was applied as a Hai wash wi1h a fairly heavy hand. 
II was seldom applied by Italian map-makers, but 1he 
techn ique was embraced by the seven teen th -century 
Flemish and Dutch canographers. Map illuminators were 
recognized by the guilds as a separate professional group; as 
map decora1ions became more and more elabora1e, colorists 
had a grea1er opponunity 10 ply their trade. While the 
Magni Mogolis lmperium is a restrained example, the 
illuminators· craft is still eviden1. 

His1orically 1he borderline of two countries is indica1ed 
by 1wo adjoining colors. Color was also used to represent 
relief on the two-dimensional surface such as in the shading 
of the mountains . \½lshes were much lighter 1han in 
Gem1an woodcuts . 

There were certain conventions in coloring maps. John 
Smilh in his book The Art of Paiming in Oyl devoles an 
entire chapter to "1he Whole Art and Mystery of Colouring 
Maps . . With \¼ter Colours. ··27 He writes, "as for the 
Margent, or square stick of Degrees ... which goes around 
the map, lel 1ha1 be coloured ei1her with Yellow or Red
lead, or Crimson, none but those three Colours serving well 
for this purpose . "18 The border of the Magni Mogolis 
lmperi11m. true to form, is rendered in yellow. Other 
decorations, as John Smith instructed, were "coloured 
according to the nature of ii. "29 

Because the maps were often sold plain and hand
colored la1er, 1he printers had a code for the coloring of 
coats of arms so that, for example, cross ha1ching meant 
that portion was 10 be painted black, a plain background 
meant yellow or gold, etc. 30 This coding method was used 
in the coat of arms of the Magni Mogolis lmperi11m. 

The ships have also been carefully drawn and colored 

I 'Ponolans' were me<Heval sea charts of the 141h and ISth cen1uries 
somelimcs referred to a,; 'compsss chans.' G.R. Crone. Maps a,td 
Their Makers, 5th ed. (Kent. Eng.land: W, Dawson, 1978). p. 12. 

2 European.-. had difficulty with Lhe names of dtics which, as a rcsull , 
were of1en maJigncd by mapmakers. Also the letm India was used for 
the whole of Asia with numerous divisions such as India Exlrema, 
IOOia Within and Wi.thou1 the Ganges, Greater lndia. Middle India. and 
Lesser India. All lhis led to confusion when cartographers lricd to 
match up lhe various kingdoms and pro\'inct:$ reponed 10 them. Susan 
Gole. "India Proper," Tf,e Map CollemN. No. 20 (Sepe. 1982), p. 16. 

3 iranslation of d1e, Latin text by Mr. SIC\'C Atoo of the Unh·ersity of 
Aorida Founda1ion and Dr. Patric.k J. Geary, Associa1e Professor. 
Depc. of f-Us1ory. Unh•ersity of Florida. 

4 R.V. Tooley. "Heraldry in Maps.·· Thi' Map CQ/l~twr, No. 33 (June 
1983), p. 36. 

5 For additionaJ information on maps in \~rmeer·s paintings, read James 
~Ju ·s anicle "\i:rmeer: His Can.ognphic Sources,·• The An 8ulltti11, 
57. No. 4 (1975), pp. 529- 547. 

6 The map was issued by 8aJthasar \'a.n Berckenrodc and later Willem 
Bia.cu. The Latin inscrip1ion on the map reads. ··NOVA ET AC
CURATA TOTIUS HOLLANDIAE WESTFRISIAEQ[UEJ. TO· 
POCRAPHIA." Vklu. p. 530. 
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down 10 the flag of Holland on the ship which sails in the 
Arabian Sea (figure 2). In some instances it was possible 10 
dcnorc the direction of the prevailing trade winds from a 
study of ship's sails on maps." 

The Magni Mogolis lmperi11111 owes its creation and 
decoration to a vast number of artists and explorers who 
were consrantly charting new lands and striving 10 create 
maps which would be clearly unders1ood by all. II was 1he 
map by William Baffin which dic-tated 1he perimerers of the 
Mogol Empire on which 1he Blaeus based their map, and 
1he Dutch interest in the area that made inclusion of the map 
in a world atlas a matter of importance. II was also the 
Ou1ch cartographers who saw more than scientific accuracy 
in their maps and elevated illuminated maps 10 the position 
of important in1erior enhancement. While the Magni 
Mogolis lmperi11111 added little in the way of seien1ific 
accuracy and conformed 10 the major s1ylistic nonns. the 
Blaeus' refinement in calligraphy is perhaps the mO<SI 
notable achievement. 

As geography and cartography became more and more 
a science, the decorative elements slowly began to disap• 
pear until they were almost eliminated. The accuracy of 
modem maps would undoubtedly be appreciared by rhe 
Blacus and other early cartographers struggling 10 represent 
lands they had often never seen. Today maps of India are no 
longer kept in guarded palaces, bu1 the beauty of the Magni 
Mogolis lmperium has rarely been appreciated. Exactly like 
the wealthy Du1ch families who would have seen in 1his 
map an exciting world beyond, today we study maps of 
India and other foreign lands and envision far-off places. 
We can, as Cervantes says in his novel D011 Quixote, 
"Journey over all 1he universe in a map, wirhour 1he 
expense and fatigue of traveling, withour suffering the 
inconveniences of heat, cold, hunger, and thirst. "32 

University of Florida 

7 Edward Luther S1evensoo, Ph.D., Willem Ja,ISZ.()()tl Blan, (Nev. \ tll 
The 0c Vinnc Prc.u. 1914), p. 17. 

8 The engraving is of a painting by Flemish artist Jan van der Straec I~ 
shows an apprentice tracing a design onto a coated plate in ~ 
foreground. On the far lefc an engraver wearing: glasses CUIS I.he desig,i 
onto the copper. The coaling is then washed off. The phues art warmed 
(center). inked, and passed with paper through roller presses. 

9 Dr. It. C. Koeman. Joa,, 8/ae" a,,d His Oram/ Atlas: Jn.,rrxfit<tion t() 

tire Facsimilt' Edition<>/ l,t Grottd Atlas. 166] (Ams1erda1n: Theatrum 
Qrt,;s lerrarum. 1970). p. 23. 

10 R.V. looley. Mflps and Map-Mak~rs, re\'. ed. (New Yori:: Crown 
P\lbl;shers. Inc. 1982), p. 5. 

II Variations of lhe spelling of Mogol include: Mogoll, Mogul, Moghul, 
Mughul, Mughal, etc. 

12 GoJe. "'India. Proper, .. p. 20. 

13 Rodney W. Shirley, '"An Unusual Collcclion of Maps in a Prc-Q\-enon 
Atlas ... Tlr, Map C<Jllttt()f; No. 7 (June 1979), p. 26. 

14 lbM . . p. 24. 

15 Ibid .. p. 26. 



16 Susan Oole. £,arly Maps c,f J,rdia (New Yori:: Humanities Press. 1976). 
p. 50. 

17 Ibid. 

18 \\'alma George. Animals ;,, Maps (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1969), p. 21. 

19 /bi,/., p. 125. 

20 Ibid., p. 126. 

21 Ibid. 

22 Tlir HW/d £ncqmpossrd (Ballimorc: Y.altcrs Al1 Gallery. 1952). item 
no. 87. 

23 Such geographic.al formations often posed problems for the car• 
tographcr when he wanted to $how something that was CO\'ered up by 
the mountains. 
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Figure I. Joan and Cornelius Blaeu, Magni Mogolis lmperium, 1638; University of Florida, Gainesville. 
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Figure 2, Detail, Figure I. 
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Figure 3, Johannes Venneer, Officer and ltutghi11g 
Girl, ca . 1657; The Frick Colleclion, New York . 
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Figure 4, Philip Gale, engraving after Jan van der Strae1 
Sculprura /11 AES, ca. 1600; Plantin-Moretus Museum, 
Antwerp. La11dmarks of Mapmaki11g: A11 lll11s1rated Survey 
of Maps a11d Mapmt,kers by Charles Bricker (Amslerdam: 
Elsevier, 1968), p. 52. 

Figure 5, Ptolemy, Geography, Ulm, 1482; The British Library, London. Early Maps: 1984 Cale11dar (New York: Abbeville 
Press, Inc. , 1983), July. 
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Figure 6, William Baffin . A Descriptio11 of Etw /ndit, , Co111ey11i11g th' Empire of the Great Mogo/1, 1619; Library of lhe 
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Figure 7, Henricus Hondius, Mag11i Mogolis lmperium, 1625: British Museum. London. Early Maps of India by Susan Golc 
(New York: Humani1ies Press, 1976). plate IO. p. 39. 
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Figure 9, \l,sconte Maggiolo, Ponoltm Clum of the Mediterranean Sea, 151 3; Harvard College Library, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. The World Encompassed (Baltimore: W..lters Art Gallery, 1952) , plate XXVI. 
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Fuseli and Lavater: The Personification of Character 

Jean 1itrner 

Two boyhood friends from Zurich became interna
tionally influential figures in late eighteenth-century Eu
rope. the painter Johann Heinrich Fussli (1741-1825), and 
the physiognomist Johann Caspar Lavater (1741- 1801). 
Henry Fuseli, as he was later called , foresaw an impulse 
toward expression at a time when progressive artists fol
lowed Winckelmann ·s ideal of "noble simplicity and tran
quil beauty." 1 Fuseli influenced a wide circle of painters 
such as Blake and Lawrence, and also an international 
group of artist~ who had been his companions in Rome in 
the 1771r.;.' Johann Caspar Lavater's physiognomic inves
tigations sought "a science of the correspondence between 
the external and the internal man.•· His studies spoke so 
directly to the century's quest for an analytical approach to 
human personality that his works were published fifty times 
within a forty-year period.> fuseli and Lavater were pas
sionate friends scarcely ever out of each other 's presence 
until they were separated at age twenty-two when Fuscli left 
for Berlin. They were to be reunited only once in 1778. 
They did, however, continue to correspond and to consult 
one another throughout their mature lives even though their 
careers diverged sharply after 1763. Lavater maintained a 
continuing interest in painting, more particularly in the high 
calling of the artist, and fuscli continued to pursue an 
unmasking of the essence of human personality which is 
strongly related to what Lavater called the science of 
physiognomy. 

At about the age of fourteen Fuseli and Lavatcr met at 
the Caroline College in Zurich where they shared a sound 
humanist education as pupils of one of the outstanding 
thinkers of eighteenth-century German-speaking Switz
erland, Johann Jakob Bodmer (1698-1783). 4 Together they 
took holy orders as Zwinglian ministers in 1761. Lavater had 
a strong sense of vocation; for Fuseli training for the church 
was a false beginning. 

Fuseli 's J1111ge11dalbu111 in the Kunsthaus, Zurich, a 
collection of drawings made from the age of eleven to 
sixteen, reveals the boy's precocious gifts as a draughtsman 
even though he had been obliged to teach himself by 
copying, in secret, works from his father's collection of 
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Swiss drawings. The 
J1111ge11dalb11111 also prophesies Fuseli 's lifelong obsession 
with human debasement' and the use of watching figures• 
which convey his view of himself as an isolated, privileged 
consciousness. Even as a boy, he had already begun to 
conceal his psychological investigations behind fictive de
vices. For example, drawings which purported to have been 
copied after theN(m-enb11ch of C. and R. Meyer were in fact 
Fuseli 's own creations. His images were already strongly 
personal. At their best they were of the quality of the work 
of a young Goya. 

Separation for Fuseli and Lavatcr came in the wake of a 
political incident. Under the influence of Rousseau, the 

young friends wrote an anonymous pamphlet called "The 
Unjust Magistrate or the Complaint of a Patriot" denounc
ing a bailiff in Griiningen known to have commined acts of 
extortion and oppression: 

I give you two months-within that time, either 
restore what you have unjustly extorted or expect 
justice. l conjure you to communicate this letter 10 

those who, if you are innocent , can do you right. 
Call on me, I conjure you, within fourteen days in 
'the public gazettes; you shall find me ready to 
give you every satisfaction. But , if you neither 
vindicate yourself from my charge , nor restore 
your extortions, you shall , as God lives be ex
posed to utmost shame, be made the sacrifice of 
offended justice. 7 

Lavater and Fuseli pursued the maner over a period of four 
months until the accused "confessed his guilt by absconding 
from justice. "8 Because the bailiff's family was powerful 
and because they reali.zed the embarrassment the incident 
would cause their own families , the young men decided in 
1763 to accompany the mathematician Sulzer to Gern1any 
into a voluntary exile. Fuscli would never call Zurich home 
again; Lavater would return to take up his pastorate and to 
produce his Essays o,, Physiognomy. Two works from 1763 
record Fuseli 's ambivalent feelings of estrangement and 
liberation when he decided to try to make his career in 
England as a translator. Filssli. im Traum vo11 seinen 
Fre1111de11 besucht of 1763 shows the artist dreaming, at left, 
isolated by a darkened canopy from the apparitions of 
friends who approach the bed and gesture toward him.• In 
Fiissli, Lavarer 1111d Felix !fess als Giiste des Propstes 
Spalding • " Bar1h the painter again stands separated outside 
the pavillion in which his friends sit engaged in con
versation. 10 He sees himself already as an outsider removed 
from the supportive circle of his friends , the most important 
of whom was Lavater. 11 

Lavater 's earliest thoughts about physiognomy were 
most surely evolved in collaboration with Fuse Ii . As friends 
of an intimate, idealistic eighteenth-century stan1p, their 
strong classical schooling would have acquainted them with 
the venerable tradition of physiognomic study. Lavatcr often 
acknowledged "the old writers on the subject" but he saw 
himself as more scientific. 

I have, in two respects, taken an entirely different 
course from all my predecessors who are known 
to me. I merely observe, and assen nothing but 
from my own observation. I have certainly af
firmed much less than the old writers on the 
subject; but what I have said has been much more 
precise and defined; and in this science, accuracy 
and precision are of infinite importance. 12 
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F\Jseli 's leuers to Lavater from Leipzig describe the phys
iognomies of the literati he met there . 13 By the mid-sixties 
Lavater was beginning to formulate the system which he 
would publi sh as the Physiognomische Fragmem e in 
1775-78. In addition to consulting with Lavater by letter 
and assisting with the editing and translation of the English 
edition of 1789. Fuseli contributed illustrations to both the 
English and French editions (Figure I). 

Tu look for Fuseli 's involvement with physiognomic 
theory in these drawings alone is not very rewarding. As 
reflected in the exchange of letters 14 concerning the illustra
tions for the French and English editions . the images 
represent a compromise between the two men. Fuseli 
objected to Lavater's prescriptions for the illustrations, and 
had lost interest in the religious utility of the study. 15 One of 
the major points of contention was Fuscli 's unwillingness to 
characterize God or Christ; 16 Lavater used an engraving 
after Verrochio. Lavater states that physiognomy will be the 
terror of vice. ' 1 In Fuseli 's work there appears very early a 
sense of the absurdity of human baseness, a kind of 
pessimism that divorces him from Lavater's hopeful sys
tematizing. In 1789 in a review of a translation of Juvenal 
Fuscli says: 

He who means 10 remain ignorant of the enor• 
mities of human debasement musl remain igno
rant of literature, history and poctry. 18 

If Lavater is looking for an objective system, proportions of 
profile, degrees of slant of forehead. which will assert the 
divinity of man , Fuseli's quest for an expressive fonnal 
language very early suggests a more exploratory, differenti
ated, personal approach, disassociated from 1he perfec
tability of man . 

For both men 1he human image is central. Lavater 
gives some attention to the traditional study of body types as 
de1ennined by iemperament. 19 For him, all aspects of life, 
the moral, intelleclUal, the animal are expressed in every 
part of !he body, and especially in the head . And one must 
be able to draw to capmre "'1ha1 half of man which is 
rendered apparem and which can never be conveyed in 
words. ··20 

As a young man Lava1er himself made drawings, 
treating the practice. as was connnon, as a mode of inquiry. 
This, he recounts. is how he noticed 1hat 1wo friends with 
similar character had also many physical features in com
mon. 21 Thereupon he began 10 try to sys1ema1ize a science 
of physiognomy. The ability 10 "draw readily accurately and 
characteristically .. he described as the "firs t most namral 
and equivocal language of physiognomy. "22 

Fuseli had complete command of 1ha1 language. He 
had trained himself as an artist almost exclusively by 
drawing until, at the age of thirty.seven, he returned from 
Rome to England. Lavater as well as Fuseli 's biographer, 
Knowles, recount stories of his gifts for drawing. Knowles 
says "He had a happy method of giving likenesses from 
memory, of those persons whose physiognomic cast of 
countenance 100k his fancy."" 

To be sure, one does no! usually associate Fuseli 's 
name with portrail~. The disillusionment he expressed in his 
lec111res fJn Pai111ing of 1805 explains his decision against 
portrait painting as a career. 
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The aim of the anisl and the sitter's wish arc 
confined to ex1emal likeness; that deeper, nobler 

aim, 1he personification of character is neither 
required nor, if obtained , recognized. ' • 

Still , ii is significant that so many of F\Jseli 's drawings from 
the Roman period should be drawings of heads (Figure 2). 

Several of these are drawings of Fuseli 's own ex
traordinary countenance. Lavatcr had said that his friend ':) 
face revealed ·'gigantic traits of rage, terror, madness , 
fierce djstraction . hell. "2.s Lavater was convinced that 
Fuseli ·s imaginative genius permitted him 10 penetrate 
through appearance to reality. Fuseli 's view of himself 
combines this powerful, intense look with suggestions of 
melancholy and introversion (Figure 3). He often shows 
himself with eyes folly or partially closed, looking up at us 
only momentarily before returning to his own brooding 
thoughts. Or. in several instances, hands guard the face 
partially hiding ii from view. 26 By analogy certain of Ille 
self-portrait poses show the rather elabome screen of leveb 
of meaning that Fuseli throws up between his works and the 
viewer. Many of his literary subjects are really explomions 
of his own personal problems. in effect, also "self-por
trnits. ·· Compare, for example, 1he Eu.elm Bmcciaferro 
(Figure 4) with the seated self-portrait, or any number of 1he 
watching figures, of which FalswjJ in 1he u,wulty Baske1 
contains one example, 10 1he Fuseli. Hess and Lavt11er 
Visi1ing Spalding a, Banh. 27 

Except for the self-portraits , Fuseli made very few 
portraits of men. There arc the early group drawings of his 
Zurich circle. several heads of Bodmer, but, strangely 
enough, no true portraits of Lavater. 28 

Mos! of F\Jseli 's portrait drawings are portraits of 
women. Thc.,;e range from the searching, sensitive drawings 
of 1he Hess sis1ers29 and others from the 1770s, 1he complex 
images of Mrs. Fuseli,30 to !he sensuous portraits of young 
women from his last )'Cars, ' ' Among the early drawings arc 
several profile studies, a view which Lava1er found es
pecially important as !he most charac1cris1ic aspect of 
individuality. 32 The physiognomis1 had even devised a 
specia.1 chair 10 guarantee that !he sitter's profile could be 
taken precisely. 

Further, Fuseli"s drawings seem to reflect agreement 
with Lavater's idea that complete likeness could not be 
captured without making studic.< from several angles of 
view." Tu this end he made double portraits, faces reflected 
in mirrors , lost profiles, e1c. One striking portrait of Mrs. 
FuseLi may be compared with a plate from the Essays 011 

Physiognomy in which a front-view face is seen simul
taneously with a cast shadow profile (Figures 5 and 6). 
Especially in the drawings of his wife. Fuseli shows how 
elusive, isolated , even sinister the female psyche was to 
him." In many of the so-called portraits 1he head is !timed 
completely away from view. The drawings of Mrs. Fuseli 
are usually closed or mask-like. Hair styles and clothing are 
used as dcfom1ing geometric stn1ctures described in crisp 
wash and li ne. In the later drawings the change 10 images of 
almost child-like women with loose ringlets and sofl 
clothing is accompanied by more elegant , sensuous linear 
style." 

The polarity of masculine and feminine natures is 
emphasized by both Lavatcr and Fuse Ii. In this instance, no 
compromise was necessary for Fuseli 10 become Lavater's 
illustrator. The drawing of M an and Woman's Hands from 
the Reinhardt Collec1ion, Win1erthur contributed as an 
illustration for the Essays 011 Physiognomy, is only one of 



the more obvious examples of the artiSI 's obses.~ion with 
1his idea (Figure 7). The angular, planar s1rucnire of the 
male hand is con1ras1ed to the passive. supple female hand 
jus1 as in full figure studies muscular, exaggera1edly 1ense 
male figures are juxlaposed wi1h voluptuous female figures. 
Lava1er's lis1 of conlrasting characteristics is similar: 

Man is the mos1 fim1-woman the most flexible 
Man is the straigh1es1-woman the most bending 
Man is 1he mos1 angular- woman the most round, 

etc. 36 

Never in Lavater is there any sense of Fuse Ii 's portrayal of 
an essen1ial hos1ili1y or cruelly be1ween 1he sexes. Lavater 
reflects the tradi1ional Chris1ian view 1hat woman is a 
complememary, subservient helpmate 10 man. 

Beyond contrasts of masculine and feminine characler, 
Fuseli and Lava1er concern 1hemselves wi1h ex1reme stares 
of consciousness. Lava1cr sugges1s that physiognomic snidy 
begin by examining "the obvious idio1 and the person of 
exquisite sensibility ... He reproduces a table which shows a 
range of compara1ive profiles from the frog at one extreme 
10 Apollo a1 the 01her. > 7 He suggests 1hat the physiognomist 
observe persons who are sleeping, dead and dying .38 This 
proto-Romantjc concern with various planes of existence is 
found in f;Jseli a~ well . He portrays dreaming and swooning 
figures, apparitions, the dead and dying, madness and 
sorcery. The Nightmare. for example, juxtaposes the pale, 
delica1ely modeled form of a sleeping girl wilh a heavily 
museled demon whose knotted pose underlines his dark, 
coarse coun1cnance. In the Detroit version (Figure 8) Fuseli 
pu1s the demon's hand 10 his cheek in a curiously reflective 
pose and rums his glance to engage the viewer as if 10 assert 
lhe vestige of humanity Lava1cr says inhabits the mosl 
debased countenance. Extreme emotional s1a1es arc excel-

Resean:h for !his paper was begun while the author was a member or H. W. 
Janson's NEH Summer Seminar in Zurich, 1978. 

I II should be acknowledged that allhough Puseli differed with 
Winckelmann, in his )'OUth he had many contacts with the inftuential 
v.ii1er. Antal ooces Fuseli 's long-standing connections to \Viockelma.nn, 
through his rather. Johann Caspar Fuss.Ji. the fact that nl§Cli carried 
lette~ of recommendation from Wincklcmann when he wenl to 
England in 1763 and that Henry MJ.scli was instrumental in the 
propagation of Winckelmann ·s ideas in England through h.is lf3.nsla
tion. Reflectio11s on the P(,iming <md S(11/p111res of the Grrek. Frederich 
Ant.a], Fuseli Studles (London. Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1956). p. 23 
and 27. 

2 These. for example. would inch.ide the Engli5hmcn Haydon. Romney 
and Banks. 1hc $wLsmcn Rundman and Brown and, from lhc Roman 
sojoum, Sergei and Abilgaard. 

3 John Graham, "Lavatcr's Pl1y.fiognomy: a Checklist ... Papers of the 
Bibliographical Socitly of llmrrh'a (Jaouar)'- March. 1961) IV. 
297-308. I am indebted for this reference to a.n rutic-le b)' Marcia 
AUenlud:. MFusc.li and Lavater: physiognomical theory .ind the 
F,.nlightcnmcnt. ·· Smdits on Voltairr and the 18th Ce11111ry. IV. 1967. 
pp. 89-112. 

lenl times for physiognomic observa1ion. Lava1er says. He 
calls these "irritable moments." 

The moment of compassion and emotion: of 
weeping and anger of the soul: of envy and of 
friendship. The momenl especially of the grcatcs1 
degree of 1ranquili1y and of passion: when the 
man is en1irely himself, or entirely forgets him
self. These combined inform 1he physiognomis1 
wha1 1he man is, wha1 he is 001, what he can. 
what he cannol be.19 

Fuseli seeks such moments in his literary subjects in order to 
extract maximum expressive power from his figures. In his 
cri1ical writings one finds the accusation 1ha1 a given painter 
has missed the significant momenl. His 1hird "Lecture on 
Painting" shows thal his in1en1ion is very close to that of 
Lavater: 

Those important moments then which exhibil the 
uni1cd exertion of form and character in a •single 
objec1 or in participa1ion with colla1eral beings at 
once and which with equal rapidi1y and pregnancy 
give us a glimpse of the past and lead our eye to 
what follows furnish 1he 1rue ma1erials of 1hese 
technic powers that select, direct and fix the 
objects of imi1a1ion 10 their center.•• 

The prodigious lis1 of correspondems and visi1ors to Lav
aier ·s Zurich home during the lale eigh1een1h ccmury a11esL\ 
to 1he broad influence of his theories throughout Europe. 
Although Fuseli did not believe physiognomy could be a 
science, he too realized 1ha1 the relationship between man 's 
visible and invisible nature was one of the most compelling 
queslions of his rime. He sough! 10 eommuniea1e his 
reflections on the gamut of human experience through his 
knowledge of the expressive 101ality of 1he human figure. 

University of Texas at Arlington 

4 Bod mer ·s enthusiasm for English litenuurc and though1 was a lasting 
inRuen<:c on Fuseli. Peier lbmroy, The Life and Art of l/e11r,• F11uli 
(London, Thames and Hudson. 1972). p. 10. 

5 Some or the.i,ubjccb include, ro, example. a chained woman. a man 
subjuga1ed by a woman, a fool. a drunken man, a glunon. c1c. See. for 
example: Gtart Schiff. J(>/umn lftinricl1 FiissU 1741- /815 (Zurich, 
\~rlag Berich1hau.s, 1973), plates 2.39 and 255. 

6 See. fot example: Adtm1 a,uJ £,~ Obsen~d by Sma,,. Falstaff Dt<1d in 
Bed. Falstaff i11 tht lmmdry BasJ:t1. etc. These watching figures can 
sometimes be animals. parlicularl)' horses. as in the Nlgh1marf and 
Pl'rsti,s DeUw-ring A,rdrome,la. Schiff: pis. 1021. 883, 757 and 660. 

7 Johann Caspar Uwa1er. Essays on Physiognomy. Tums. 11M)ma.s 
Holcroft. (London. WM<i. Lo<:h & Co .. 1789). p. xx. 

8 Lavater. O{) . ri1 .. p. xx. Fuseli produced only one painting lhat can be 
called poli1ical, 1hcOatJ1 on tht Riitli for the R,uhaus. Zurich. Ant.ti. p. 
78. points out !hat although Fu.sell belonged to a liberal circle in 
London which included Joseph Johnson, the publisher and Mary 
\\bllstonecraft, he showed no real interest in political affairs. John 
Knowles. however. in Tht Uft and Mtitirigs of He,rry Fustli (London. 
Colburn & Bentley. 1831). p. 376, suggesL~ that f'\J.seli was just n04 
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outspoken in his views . .. No man was a greater Mickler for civil and 
religioui. liberty lhan A.Iseli, and oo man had a deeper horror of 1hc 
slave trade"' a grca1cr dislike 10 impressing seame.n." 

9 Schm. pl. 353. 

10 !Md .. pl. 288. 

11 Allentuck beliC\'C$ 1h:11 Fuse.Ii ·s rel;ujon lo Lavater wa.,; one of ··pi;yc.ho
logic.al dependence which, if Fuse.Ii htld ncquicsced in it would have 
su«eeded in blocking hiin as .:i. person and as .:i. crc;uor. •· Allcntuck, OJ>. 
cit .• p. 92. 

12 l..ava1er. t>p. dt .. p. LXXII. 

13 Knowles. op. cit .. p. 24. 

14 Eudo Mason. TIie Mind of He11ry f'u.reli, Lolldon. 1951. p. 138 ff. 

15 Mason. op. ('it. , p. 138. Fl.Iseli argues that images "mus1 flame up in my 
head" 00 1 in UlVatcr·s. 

16 Fuse.Ii 's aversion comioues in his lalcr work. In ·•Aflcr the Murder of 
Abe.I God puts a sign on Cain·· of 1781 lhe head of the Michaelangcles
quc God is no1 visible (Sc.hiff. 791). 

17 Lavatcr. op. cit., p. 41. 

18 Ma.son. op. cil., p. 178. 

J9 Ulvater, o,>. rit .• p. 330. 

20 Ibid .. p. 171. 

21 Jb;d,, p. LXXXI. 

22 Ibid., p. 66, 

23 Knowles. QJ>. cit .. p. 407. He says forthcr1ha1 fuscli felt he could have 
succeeded as :i poruait painter if he had chosen 10 do so. 

24 Mason, op. dt .. p. 284. 

25 L:mtcr. Qp. dt. 

26 Sec in the Oltler cited Sdtiff plate numbers 570,863.864. 

27 Schiff. pis. 288 and 8S3. lnFalsraff Dead;,, Bed Fuse.Ii cmphas.ius the 

36 

nose or the watching figure as he often d~ in drawings of his own 
head. Pc1cr 1hmroy. the Life 111rd Art of Ht-111')" M,seU. (New )\'.,rt, 
1972). p. 47. observes also 1his in1ere,l in the no~. 

28 Schiff. pis. 566. 564. 1121. lobias Sergei. the Swedish sculplor. who 
wa.s a friend in the Rom.in years is portrayed lwice and Boon)·ca.sdc. I.he 
astronomer, twice. 

29 !Md .. pis. 515, 518. 519. 

J-0 Ibid .. pl. 113. 

31 /bi</.. pl, 1662. 

32 L.avmer, ()p. cit .. pp. 187- 188. 

33 "'How different are foreheads when viewed rrorn abo,-e down,..,.mJ; ""II.I 
hC>w expressive may lhese differences be. ·· Lil\'!ttcr. op. cit., p. 18 
"The more we oonsider Lhe human body. and Lile more we \'af)' i1s 
position. to examine its outlines. lhc more shall we discover or tile 
charac1er of the milld by which it is inhabited-.·· Ibid .. p. 240. 

34 Gert Schiff io his catalog ess~ ... Fuseli. Lucifer and the Medusa ... for 
the 1975 e.xhibition a1 the 'Pale Gallery. p. 11, summari1.es ~
Freudian research on sexual auilUdes similar 10 those or A.Iseli alld 
C-OOCludcs 1ha1 1hey ··sugges1 a deep-roo1ed fear or 1.he sexuaJ panr,er" 
1ogelher with "an unresolved desire for submiS$ion and aurcss.ion." 

35 See Schiff pla1e numbers 1093. 883. 1067, 1656. Al.~li atwlt)•s usci. 
media expressively. For example, in Falstaff in the /..J,undry Baskft the 
pain1 on FaJ&iaff's face is thickJy la.id on so that clarity of modding is 
obscured. producing a coarsened. Rorid image as materially wtigh1ya$ 
the ponderous body. ln comras1. the wo,nan·s fte-.loh and clolhing il 
smOOlhly brushed oul over a d.arl. ground 10 render ii translucen1 and 
ethereal. 

36 Lava1cr, oP· cit., p. 291. 

37 Uvatcr. ibld .. p. 493. Mason.op. cit .. p. 219 says Iha.I Fuscli'scustom 
of foreshonening his heroic ligures from ground levc.l i~ c.allcd in 
Gennan ··frog ·s perspective.·· 

38 Lava1er. ibid .. p. 144. 

39 Lavatcr. op. cit .. p. 161. 

40 Knowles. op. di.. pp. 135-136. 
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Figure I, Herny Fuseli, Head ll/us1rati11g Sloth from Dante's Inferno. ca., 1791- 92, London. British Museum. Gert Schiff. 
Joha1111 Heinrich Fiissli 1741 - 1825 (Verlag Berichthaus, Zurich), 1973, plate 946. 
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Figure 2, Henry Riseli, Self Portrait, 1770-78, Zurich, Kunsthaus, Schiff, plate 570. 
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Figure 3, Henry Fuseli, Self Portrait, 1777, London, National Portrait Gallery, plate 46 in Nancy Pressly, The Fuseli Circle i11 
Rome (New Haven , Yale Center for British Art), 1979. 

Figure 4, Henry Fuseli, £zze/i11 Brt,cciaferro, 1779, London, British Museum. Schiff, plate 417. 
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Figure 5, Henry Fuseli. D011b/e Portrait of Mrs. F11se/i, 
1791-92. Belfast, Museum and Art Gallery. Schiff, plate 
1093. 
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Figure 6, Anonymous, Illustration from Lavatcr's £.,says 011 

Physiog11omy, trans. Thomas Holcroft. (London, 1831), Il, 
p. 85 . 



Figure 7, Henry Fuseli, Ma11 a11d Woman's Hands Crossed, 1775-79. Wintenhur, Reinhard! Collec1ion. Schiff, plate 507. 

Figure 8, Henry Fuseli, The Nightmare, 1781. De1roi1 , Detroit lnsrinlle of Art. Schiff, place 757. 



Henry Ives Cobb: 
Forgotten Innovator of the Chica~o School 

Kari11 M.£. Alexis 

The Street in Cairo at the \\orld ·s Columbian Exposi
tion of 1893 and the Chicago Opera House , 1884- 5 (Figures 
1- 3), may seem to have linle in common, for the fonner is 
an American's vision of a far.off and exotic land while the 
lancr is a stripped-down commercial building. Yet. both 
were erected in Chicago during the tum-of-the-century 
period and both were designed by Henry Ives Cobb. The 
fact that both were destroyed I partially explains why one of 
the most successful architects of the Chicago School and the 
American Renaissance has nearly been forgoncn. Admired 
by the great critic Montgomery Schuyler and acknowledged 
as an innovator in the use of metal skeletal systems.' Cobb 
has rarely been the subject of recent hislorians.J To further 
complicate the issue, virn,ally no records or correspondence 
from his office remain because most, if not all, of Cobb's 
files were destroyed before the architect's death in 1931. • II 
is the intention of this author to give some definition 10 this 
fascinating career and 10 discover why the contribution of so 
active and respected an architect has been obscured. 

Unlike many architects of the Chicago School (includ
ing Daniel Burnham and Louis Sullivan), Cobb did not 
work as a draughtsman or an apprentice in the office of 
William Le Baron Jenney before striking out on his own. 5 

The twenty-1wo-year-old Bostonian arrived in Chicago as 
the winner of a competition in 1882. which brought wel
come anention to Cobb who soon received another pres
tigious commission that would have been the envy of most 
architects: the so-called "Father of State Street,·· the 
millionaire rcal-es1a1c and hotel tycoon Poner Palmer, asked 
him to design his new residence. This gave young Cobb a 
chance 10 prove himself in the field of domestic architecture 
and introduced him to Chicago's most elite and wealthy 
society, paving the way for many future commissions.• 

With his architectural education from the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology, as well as knowledge of 
&iropean building and practical experience acquired when 
he worked in the Boston-based finn of Peabody & Steams.' 
the young architect designed a huge, pseudo-medieval 
mansion (Figure 4). This milLion-dollar crenelated edifice 
with a skyline broken by towers. turrets and projections was 
highly picturesque. The Potter Palmer Mansion was not an 
archaeologically correct copy of past buildings, but was 
eclectic. combining English Gothic details with the heav
iness and general massings of Henry Hobson Richardson's 
archi1ecrure. Unquestionably, this mansion was an Amer
ican architect's vision of a baronial residence. 8 created for a 
client who was a "baron .. of Chicago. This "caslle-on-the
lake ... also resembled the famous Chicago \\later Tower, 
1869. which was the only major building in Chicago ·s 
downtown 1ha1 survived the Great Fire of 1871. As a symbol 
of Chicago's perseverance and strength, it could not be 
separated from the identity of Chicago itself. Paraphrasing 

the Water Tower associated Potter Palmer with the spirit of 
Chicago. Cobb masterfully exploited the symbolic potential 
of architectural fonn. and he would continue 10 do this 
throughout his career. The immediate success of the Potter 
Palmer Mansion made this residence a Chicago landmark 
and helped establish Cobb as an important local archi1ec1. 10 

During the 1880s he worked with one partner. and his finn 
became well known for its many mansions and domestic 
commissions. 

Soon after the completion of the Potter Palmer Man
sion, Cobb received another important commission-this 
one for a tall, commercial building, the Chicago Opera. 
1884-5 (Figure 3). Erected only a few months after William 
Le Baron Jenney·s Homes Insurance Building, the Chicago 
Opera was a ten-story. lrshaped building with an internal 
iron skeletal system, h was one of the firs t true Chicago 
skyscrapers. Like many other young American architects, 
Cobb welcomed new construction techniques. improved 
materials. ventilation and light. 11 In designing this build
ing, Cobb gave much consideration to these concerns and 
created a fire-proof edifice fitted with all the modem 
conveniences. With its overall simplicity. clarity of forn1. 
minimaJ exlcrior decoration and uninterrupted glass win• 
dows, this building had a modern appearance. The Chicago 
Opera was a stripped-down. smooth-faced building ani
mated by string courses and windows that seemed 10 
correspond 10 internal functions . Lin le was spent on orna
mentation. The result was bare-bones architecture that 
answered practical needs without making oven references 
to historical styles. Comparing this building to other struc
tures erected at the san1e time (such as Jenney 's Home.~ 
Insurance Building and Burnham & Root's Rookery) re
veals that Cobb's Opera House was the least dependent 
upon historical precedent. 

In Cobb's Opera House all non-essentials were 
stripped away. No extraneous details remained. To some 
degree, internal structure was suggested by outward fonn. 
For example, weight-bearing members were expressed by 
wider piers. Cobb visually differentiated between weight
bearing and non-weight-bearing piers. This treatment of 
piers called at1en1ion to the internal metal skeletal system 
and also gave some emphasis to verticality. Cobb's deliber
ate differentiation between functional and non-functional 
piers anticipated Louis Sullivan's use of the same device in 
his Bayard Building, 1895. Sullivan did not employ this 
approach in the \½inwrigh1 (1890-1). or in the Guaranty 
Building (1895). Using piers to visually accentuate the 
vertical nature of the tall building , Cobb's Opera predated 
many other Chicago buildings with s imilar visual 
programs. 12 

From the outside, Cobb ·s stripped-down commercial 
building did not resemble the traditional opera house of the 
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ninc1ecn1h century. h looked like a commercial building 
with a relatively unadorned exterior and little historic 
reference. Ye1 , as 1he name of 1his building indicates, !his 
structure was to house the Chicago Opera. In effect, Henry 
Ives Cobb created a unique building that combined the 
commercial and the civic by surrounding an opera wi1h 
offices. The opera house itself was lavish, fitted wilh rich 
and sumptuous omamcn1a1ion well suited to its purpose. 
Cobb's design for a sober and rather restrained commercial 
building and offices enclosing a grand opera an1icipa1es 
Adler & Sullivan's famous Auditorium (1887), by 1wo 
years." Cobb's Chicago Opera was successful: its offices 
were easily rented for they had ample closet space, ligh1 and 
good ventilation . 

During the late 1880s and 1890s. there were many 
commissions for 1all office buildings given 10 Chicago 
architects . The city of Chicago and i1s commercial cemer 
were growing, creating a demand for offices downtown. 
Cobb received many commissions for tall commercial 
buildings. for which he employed metal skeletal sysiems. 14 

Comparing Cobb ·s Chicago Opera (Figure 3) wi1h his 
Owings Building," Liberty Tower Building (Figure 5) and 
Club House of the Chicago Athletic Association (Figure 6) 
reveals 1hat Cobb did not rely on one style or approach 10 
!he tall building. Quite obviously Cobb was 1101 averse 10 
1he idea of using historical precedents for modem building 
types. In the Owings Building and 1he Libeny Tower 
Building Cobb freely combines Go1hic de1ails and Queen 
Anne elemen1s. Like his Potter Palmer Mansion. these 
skyscrapers have broken. piclllresque skylines wilh project
ing 1urre1s. gables and towers. His Athletic Association is 
an original in1erpreta1ion of the ¼:ne1ian Gothic used for its 
textural and coloris1ic cffecis 10 animate 1he surface of a 
highrise. Relying on Golhic details for tall. ven ically 
exlendcd buildings is far more logical than one might 
initially think. for both the Gothic cathedral and 1he 1all 
office buildi11g achieved great heigh!. Bolh had venical 
emphases and s1ruc1ural sys1ems which made possible 
unprecedented heigh!. Wi1h their gables, towers and pictur
esque skylines. Cobb ·s medieval edifices did no1 fore
shadow what developed in Chicago during 1he ncx1 decade, 
bul prefigured 1hc skyscrapers of the 1920s and 1930s.16 

By the early 1890s Cobb employed steel as 1he prin
cipal material of his metal skeletal system. S1eel had only 
recen1ly become an economically feasible allernative to 
iron. Cobb quickly and enthusiastically embraced the new 
material , designing many skyscrapers with steel skeletal 
constructions during !he turn-of-1hc-cen1ury period. 17 Dur
ing the 1890s Cobb continued 10 experiment wi1h new 
materials . technology and style. Like other archi1ec1s of his 
day. Henry Ives Cobb was searching for an appropriate style 
or s1ylcs for 1he new building 1ypes of the modern age. The 
amoun1 and kind of ontamenl he employed was de1ermined 
by several factors: ( I) Cobb ·s desire 10 express 1he na111re of 
1he building, be it a tall office building or an ecclesiaslical 
structure: (2) the client's inpul, which was imponani in 
vinually all kinds of commissions: and (3) financial limila
tions. When he had a free reign, he apparently preferred 1he 
employment of omamcn1a1ion and high-quality ma1crials. 
However. Cobb was also a versatile archi1cc1 who was qui1e 
capable of modifying plans in accordance with a clienl's 
demands and the economic limilS. 

The 1890s brought hardship 10 archi1cc1s for !here was 
a nation-wide building slump and a depression in 1893. 
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While Chicago archi1ec1s may have had a beuer situation 
than architects in other cities because Chicago was still 
experiencing physical and economic growth and because it 
was 10 play host 10 1he World's Columbian Exposition of 
1893 (Figure 2), many were suffering and Struggling 10 
maintain their practices. Interestingly. !his period of hard
ship was perhaps the busies! for Cobb, who was receiving a 
disproponionately high number of commissions, many of 
which were extremely importam civic buildings and pro
jects. 18 \¼>rking without a panner but with a staff of 
between 100 and 130. ' 9 Cobb completed a wide-range of 
projects including 1he Chicago Historical Society, 1892, and 
1he Newberry Library,'0 1892, both of which show the 
influence of Richardson. During this period he also de
signed athletic clubs. homes, churches and buildings for 1he 
% rid 's Columbian Exposition (Figures I, and 7), as well as 
libraries, art museums, scholastic buildings, skyscrapers. 
observatories and the plans for two universities in Styles that 
included variations of !he ¼:ne1ian, French, and Du1ch 
Renaissance, Classical, Romanesque, Golhic, Baroque, 
English Country, Fantasy. Egyptian, Byzantine, Tudor. 
Shingle and stripped modem. 21 Not only did he render a 
grca1 variety of building types in an equally grea1 number of 
styles, bu1 he combined styles in a free and often winy 
manner. Cobb capitalized on historic styles, bul did not 
copy the pas1 in a dry and li1eral fashion. 

Today the name Henry Ives Cobb is mos! closely 
associated with one of the architect's great civic projects, 
his design for !he University of Chicago. This commission 
was for 1he general scheme of an entire campus and specific 
plans for all individual buildings. Unlike many large 
commissions of this narure, no architectural comperition 
was held for 1he design of lhe University of Chicago. This 
imponant commission was simply given 10 Cobb when the 
architect was still a relatively young man . Obviously, 
prominent civic leaders held Cobb in high regard. II was 
due 10 1he generosi1y of John D. Rockefeller and Chicago 
businessmen like Marshall Field and Charles Yerkes 1ha1 the 
dream of a new and betlcr University of Chicago was 
real ized with a campus designed from its beginning as a 
unified program of many related buildings. During this 
period , Chicago 100k grea1 pride in its cultural amenities 
and civic projects , commissions of which Cobb received a 
disproponionately high number. 22 

His earliest schemes for 1he Universi1y of Chicago date 
from the first years of the 1890s. Inilially, he hoped a unified 
series of simple, sober Romanesque edifices would be 
grouped around formal quadrangles. This program and the 
use of the Romanesque style recall 1he 1hen recen1ly
completed campus of Stanford University which was a 
comprehensive scheme of Romanesque buildings designed 
by Shepley. Rutan & Coolidge." As lhe successor firm of 
Henry Hobson Richardson, Shepley, Ru1an & Coolidge 
favored the Romanesque. While Cobb intended 10 follow 
their example, lhc bcncfac1ors of 1he Universi1y of Chicago 
preferred a unified program in the Gothic, a 1ime-1es1ed 
style inspired by the great universi1ies of Europe and 1he Ivy 
League schools of Harvard and Yale. Cobb therefore 
planned a comprehensive scheme of formal quadrangles 
wi1h Gothic buildings. 24 

Unlike many Olher ninc1cen1h-cen1ury American col
leges, Stanford University and the University of Chicago 
were each the conceptions of one mind. planned when no 
o ther buildings existed on !heir respective sites and their 



buildings were ercc1cd al the same time. While many 01her 
campuses possessed a more disparate appearance because 
1hey had no unified program or because 01her buildings had 
been added wilh liltle regard for earlier archi1cc1s' original 
designs. bo1h Stanford Universi1y and the University of 
Chicago had and still have a uni1y of s1yle, scale and 
expression, selling a precedent for future campus designs. 
Bo1h of 1hese schools were conceived before the erection of 
lhe World ·s Columbian Exposi1ion of 1893. 

During the 1890s, many of Cobb's blue-grey Indiana 
limestone buildings were completed, creating whal became 
known as "The Grey City of Enduring Slone .. which stood 
nex1 to the "White City" of the \.\\Jrld's Columbian Exposi
tion in 1893. While Cobb's buildings reveal his interest in 
the use of historic modes. they also reflect his hope 10· 
coordinate internal spaces and func1ions with cxccmal 
massings. One can sec the impact of Richardson ·s architec
ture and of Leopold Eidlitz 's theories on organic architec
ture (188 1) which were popu lar among American 
architects." In Cobb's scholastic buildings , staircases are 
often externally expressed by projecting 1owcrs. Montgom
ery Schuyler had great praise for Cobb ·s university build
ings and for his general scheme for the campus. 
emphasizing the unity of the plan . 26 It is of no small interest 
that Schuyler had special words of prJise for the university·s 
Yerkes Observatory (Figure 8) which he called the first 
observatory with a true architectural treatment, and as a 
building without a precedent." While this building has the 
basic ground-plan of a cruciform church and details that 
make obvious references to the past, he had attempted to 
create a stn,cturc appropriate to the need~ of a modem 
observatory. 

Largely due to his success and his identity as a Chicago 
architect of grea1 talent, Cobb was selected a.\ one of the 
O,icago planners of the World ·s Columbian Exposition 
(Figure 2), a great international exhibition which was to 
commemorate the 400th anniversary of Columbus's discov
ery of America. Only nationally recognized architects were 
asked to design buildings for this fair. Frederick Law 
Olmsted ·s firm was responsible for the overall plan of the 
grounds. Prominent architects like Charles Follen McKim. 
George Post and Louis Sullivan were asked to design 
buildings for the exposition. Excluding the works planned 
by the Office of Chief of Construction, which was under the 
direction of Daniel Burnham, W.J. Edbrooke and Henry 
Ives Cobb designed the largest number of buildings for the 
faposi tion.'8 Along with Louis Sullivan, Henry Ives Cobb 
has been singled out by historians for being among the 
dissenters working at the fair.29 Sullivan and Cobb were the 
only two architects who remained loyal to John \.\\,llbom 
Root's original intentions. Root had initially envisioned a 
series of more fanciful Romanesque buildings. After his 
death. it was decided to employ the classical style. Unlike 
the other principal buildings for the exhibition, Sullivan ·s 
Thlnsponation Building and Cobb's Fisheries were gener
ically Romanesque and cenainly not classical in character. 
Cobb ·s Fisheries and Marine Cafe were whimsical and 
wiuy, eclectic, neither copic.~ of past styles, nor verbatim 
replicas of particular buildings. They arc architecture 1ha1 
clearly belonged to the realm of the fabricated world of a 
fair. Most of his buildings for the fair and certainly these 
two examples as well as the Street in Cairo (see Figures I 
and 7) and the Indiana State Building were fanciful, 
imaginative creations exprc.~sing the notion of fantasy itself 

and looking forward to the Disney Worlds of the twentieth 
century. 

While Cobb was one of the 'dissenters' (remaining 
loyal to the origina.1 Romanesque vision) at the World ·s 
Columbian Exposition, he himself was much inspired by 
the fair and found in classicism a style which appealed 
Strongly to him. This is exemplified in Cobb's last imponant 
comunission in the city of Chicago, the Federal building or 
Chicago Post Office, 1898- 1905 (Figure 9). A monumental 
structure, this was the first federal pos1 office entrusted to a 
private architect since 1853. In the early 1890s, Cobb had 
been instrumental in changing procedures of government 
patronage of architecture. His design for this building was 
completed in 1898. While iL~ elevation. tremendous scale 
and general massings recall the archi1cc111re of imperial 
Rome , as well as the United States Capitol, 1his 1wo-million 
dollar edifice was a technological wonder and a thoroughly 
modern structure. In order to support the weight or the 
gigantic grani1e and masonry building. piles were driven 75 
feet deep or more, and the foundations included a deep bed 
of concrete which formed 1hc bases for the stone piers that 
supported 280 steel columns. There were 150.000 cubic feet 
of concrete and 350,000 cubic feet of stone. The building 
occupied the entire block of Dearborn-Clark-Adams and 
Jackson . A great dome covered a polygonal court rising 300 
feet high to create a unique and soaring octagonal rotunda. 
One hundred feet in diameter. the dome was larger than that 
of the United S1ates Capitol and elaborately adorned with 
mosaics, white and siena marbles, gilded bronze and a 
trompe-/' oeil oculus. Elegant and imposing, Cobb ·s Federal 
Building was also playful and clever, visually and 1exturally 
rich. Looking at this grandiose edifice. one is immediately 
reminded of the fact that the citizens of Chicago considered 
their city to be a second United States Capital. The Federal 
Building recalled the rivalry which existed between the 
great western cities and the older metropolitan centers of the 
east. since in a symbolic gesture-Cobb deliberately para
phrased 1he dome of the United States Capitol and yet 
surpassed it. 30 

By the late l890s Cobb was receiving commissions 
from all over the nation. By 1900 he had three offices to 
accommodate business: one in Chicago and two in Wash
ington, D.C. In \\llshington, D.C . . Cobb was architect of 
the Treasury. His ability in 1he classical styles paved the way 
to many other commissions including the Pennsylvania 
State Capitol in Harrisburg, City Hall in Lanca.~ter, Penn
sylvania, the Harriman Bank Building. New York , Wood
ward & Lothrop Building, Washington, D.C., and 42 
Broadway, New York. 31 His Libeny Tower. New York 
(Figure 5), also has some clas~ical de1ails ," but is generally 
medieval in character. 

One of Cobb's most interesting commissions of the 
tum-of-the-century was The American University, Wash
ing1on, D.C. (Figure 10). Using Frederick Law Olmsted's 
Plan of 1896-7 as the basis for his comprehensive scheme, 
Cobb designed over twenty classical buildings that were to 
relate in character and in the quality of their materials to the 
one existing edifice, Henry Van Brun1's College of History. 
1898. His Pennsylvania Hall was a monumentalized version 
of Independence Hall, Philadelphia, and also resembled the 
Pennsylvania State Building from the V.\Jrld 's Columbian 
Exposition. In the same way 1he Poller Palmer House 
paraphrased the Chicago \½ter Tower and the Federal 
Building quoted the United States Capitol. Pennsylvania 
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Hall of Administration made a direct, symbol ic reference to 
a well-known early American edi fice. This very obvious 
reference to American hiswry was meant to express the 
hope of the founders of The American Universi ty that they 
might establish George W..shington·s ··National Univer
sity .. in the nation ·s capital. The cultural pride and na
tionalism which such buildings represent was a trademark 
of the American Renaissance. Unfonunately only one of 
Cobb ·s many buildings was ever realized (Figure IO)." 

In evaluating the contribution and reputation of Henry 
Ives Cobb. it is appropriate to compare assessments of the 
architect made by Carl Condi t .'' and Montgomery 
Schuyler," one of Cobb ·s contemporaries and an influential 
critic of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 
Selecting buildings that suppon his perspective on the 
development of modernism and the Chicago School of 
architecture. Condit sees Cobb ·s Chicago Opera House as 
··one of the triumphs of the Chicago School. ·•3• For Condit . 
Cobb ·s bui lding possessed a modem aes1he1ie. Unl ike 
Condi t. Schuyler docs not isolate Cobb's skyscraper from 

I Man)' of Cobb ·s buildinJ.s have been dcslroyed. His Chicago Opera 
HouM:.. 1884- 5. w;lS dernoli~hed in 1912. 

2 ,, number of au1I~ ancJ historians call ,111cntion 10 the fact thal Cobb 
wa.-. c.irty to acccp4 and make use of mcral skeletal systems. Frank 
Randall ·.s Jlim>I)' of the De~-el¢pme111 of H11ildit1g Cons1r1,c1io11 ;,, 

Chi1·,,,:o. Urbana. lllinoi:.: University of Illinois Press. 1949, includes 
infom1:1cion on Cobb':, 1:1II building:, (S. 17- 18. 132. 169 .. 70). Carl \V. 
Condi! c-111phasiLcs Cobb"s inooV'.alion~ in Thr Chirog,, SrhtH,I of 
Ardlit1•(111rc·. Chica!?O & London: The Unh-«S-i1y of Q1icago Pl'CSS. 
1915. 122. Julius Lcwi.s strcsscs Cobb·s posi1ion as a Olic.ag,, archi1ec1 
who quickly cmbra,ced and undct'$1ood the m,eu1I skelernl systems of the 
1880s and 1890s in his unpublished disscmuion. "Henry Ives Cobb and 
1hc Chicago School, .. Chicago: The Univcrsi1y of Chicago. June 1957. 
Cobb ·s obi1uary from P('r1('il P<,,im:. . May 1931, also calls anenlion 10 
the fac-t that Cobb was apparently an ,.-xpc:-rt in s1ecl construc1jon. 

3 Julius Lewis":, dissena1ion on some of Cobb":, work in Chic:sgo i.s the 
besl soott-c on this part of 1hc arc-hitcct·s c.irccr. Also sec Alc:tis. 
"Romanesque Visions of the Naiion:il Unh·ersi1y. •· an unpublished 
masten. the.<iis. 'Inc American Uni\'c~ity. 1978. and Alc:tis. r1rr 
Am('rico,, U,ii1"('r1i1y: Ard1itrc-11m1/ ViSiQIM' of 11,e NMimu,f Unb'('r:.'ity. 
\'l.\shingcon. O.C.: The Americ:in University. 1985. for infonnation on 
Cobb's plans for TI1e Americal'l University and some info,maijoJ'l on his 
later career. Moo1gomery Schuyler·s .. The \\brt of Henry h-cs Cobb ... 
The Grt'"' Amt•riron Ard1itu1:i· Serit'S. The Ard1itea11rol ReUJrd. 
1895. provides a \'try good cri1ical essay and summary of Cobb's 
career. Olhcr authoo gi\'e some mention 10 Cobb. The following is a 
listing of sources which briefly refer to Cobb: Ira J. Boch·s Cl1iN1go·s 
Famqus H11ildi11gs. Chicago & London: 11)C Univcrsi1y of Chicago 
Pre~s. 1980: Stuan E. Cohen's Chic,,gu Ard,ire,·ts. Chic:;'t,go & London: 
'Ille Swallow Press. 1976: Carl W. Condit, Am~ri('o11 811ildi11g, 
Chicago & London: The Univel')ily of 01ica.go Press. 1975: John 
Drury. Old Chu·ago Hooses. Chicugo & London: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1976: Oswald W. Gn1be, Pe1er C . Pran. and Fmni 
Schuhzc. /00 re,,rs t>f ArC'hitt·c·t11rt· ;,, Chkt1go. Chicago: J. Philip 
O'Hara. 1973: Hcnry-RuS;sell Hilchcoc-k. ArcltitffllltY: /9th &:- 20111 
Cc·muric•s, Baltimore. Maryland: Penguin Books. 1958: Chatles: E. 
Jenkin:,. "The Uni.,ersity of Chicago. - Archl1er11m1l Reconl. \blumc 
4, 1895. 229- 46: William H. Jordy. Amt•ri<."tm 8uil(li11gs o"'J n,('ir 
1lrrhitt•c·1s. Garden City. New York: Doubleday & Company. 1972: 
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Edgar Kaufmann. Tilt• Risc· of Amc·rito,1 Al"(·lti1c,c-1111t•. New )brt: 
Pracgcr Publishen.. 1970: Arlhur Siegel. Chlcago·s Fm,im,J fJuiltli11gJ. 
Oiica_go & London: The University of Chicago Press. 1974: and 

his scholastic, ecclesiastical. domestic and civic building. 
but praises Cobb for his abi l ity 10 handle diverse commis
sions. In compari ng Condi t ·s and Schuyler's appraisals of 
Cobb's work . one begins 10 detect why Cobb. an innovator 
in metal skeletal construction and uni fied planning. as well 
as a highly successful archi1ec1 of domestic and civic 
building. has been overlooked by the 1wcn1ie1h century. As 
an eclectic who could design a baronial castle, a Beaux-Ans 
department store, a stripped-down commercial building or a 
Shingle-style home. and as an architect who could fi t one 
skyscrnper with a gable and turret, and build another 
skyscraper with no reference 10 the past. Cobb does not 
neatly fit into a category. As eclecticism. historicism and 
ornamentation fell out of favor in the twentieth century. 
Cobb's buildings were forgotten and. in a number of cases, 
destroyed. It is ironic that the qualities which Schuyler 
found most praisewonhy in Cobb ·s work-his versatil ity 
and his ability to handle diverse commissions and to do 
them well-arc responsible for his accomplishments being 
obscured. 

The Uni versity of Virginia 

Thomas Tullmad_ge. t1rcl,i1'"l'l11tl' i,1 Oltl Cliirogo. Chicago & Lot1don: 
The University of Olic.a_go Press. 1941. 

4 One of Cobb ·s sons. Henry l\'CS Cobb. Jr .• informed Julius Lewis tha1 
Cobb"s records were destroyed before his deulh (Lewis. footnoce I. 4). 
There nre. however . .wme primal'y source ma1erials a1 the Unive~i1yof 
Chicago. and thert arc quite a number of imponant lener.; in the 
possession of The American lnstitu1c of Arc:hi1ec1s· Archi\'t"S, W3sh
ing1on. O.C .• and man)' ,,atuable lc-ttc:n in The American Uni\'crsi1y 
Archi,'t.~. \\~shinglon. D.C. 

5 Cobb won the Union Oub Competition. 1881- 82, the proje<:1 which 
brought him to Chicago. 

6 Soon sf1er his arri\'al in Chicago. Cobb formed a pan ne.rship with 
Charle.-, Sumner Frost. This p:inncrship tcnnina1ed in 1888. The Potter 
Palmer Mansion. 1882- 3. 1he Chicago Opera House. 1884-S. and the 
Owiilgs Building, 1887. wc..·rc among the m.1.ny commissions of lhc flnn 
dul'ing Lhe 1880s. The Owing..1; Building Mb the firm ·s last projec1. 

7 Schuyler and Lewis provide good. but "cry brief. s~1mmaries or Cobb's 
earl)' career. By 1880 Cobb had finished a course in mcchankal 
engineering at 1hc Mas.sac-husc-us lnstitule of 'R:chnology and one in 
engineering :ti the Laurence Scientific School of Harvard. 

8 Tullmadgc. 191. 

9 This became one of 1hc nickn3mcs of 1he Pouer Palmer Mansion. 

10 For more infonna1ion on the Potter Palme, Mansion see David Lowe. 
IA$1 Cliieago. Soston: Houghton Mifflin Co .• 1975. 35 and IS4: Drury, 
128-31: Lewis. S-6. 

11 By the 1880s many American arehiteets had moved away from Ruskin's 
doctrines. Unlike !{us.kin, many of lhc architects were not agains.1 the 
use of modem or machine-made materials such as cast iron columns or 
entire metal skeletal syslems. Cobb was one of 1he young Americ.in 
architeclS who had en1husiastically c.ml)rnccd new materials and tccll• 
niques of con~tnrction. 

Randall discusses how cast-iron columns were frequently used before 
1890. Until !he early 1890s stoel columns were too e:tpe,nsive. The last 
building 10 use c.a.~t-iron columns was probably the Unily Building. 8}' 
lhis time. s,eel had become less e.xp,ensive :uKI was beginning 10 be used 
by arehi1ccts. 



1bc Opera Hoose was among 1he early examples of a modern 
huilding , Owned by a stock comp.my. it pr(>\•ided tcnanl.s with many 
c:oovenicnccs. As a result of lhis. nearly one hundred per cent of its 
office space was rented to '"first class 1enams . .. It was also fire-proofed 
b)' the firm of Pioneer Fire-Proof C<>Mtruc1ion Company which 
msinllcd hollow, solid, )'Cl porous tile in the floors. ceilings :i.nd roof. 
Plumbing :1.1><1 gas-fi ning utilities were also included: there wt-re 
numerous cfoscts. The lnft1ml Ar<'hi1u1 a,ul New Rt"<Ymls, April 1835. 
3. prai11es this building for i1s faciliries and innovations . This article .also 
~-alls attention to the impo11aooc of the patron in i1s c~1ion. and gh-es 
crcdi110 the :\gCnl W.D. Kerfoot & Com~ny for the ultimate succc.,:;s of 
this §tructurc. 

In criticism. Edgar Kaufmann concends 1hat a .. capricious grooping 
()( stories designed to produce attractive appcar'Jnec- was cmployt.--d in 
lhis building' 

,2 Condi1. Chicago Scl'iool. 60, Condit points out th~t Cobb ahemated 
fune1ional and non-functional piers, but views lhis building a..1; primarily 
u masonry s1ructure. 

13 Colldit praises Cobb ·s Chicago Opera Hou.se for its modem ap
pearance. 59 .. 6(). and sees ii as a kiOO or prcp.vation for buildings like 
Adlct' & Sullivan ·s Auditorium (AmerfC(lll 811ilding. 122). 

14 Amoog Cobb:;, tall commcrcfaJ buildingll are: Cook Counly Abstnk.1 & 
1hlst Company, Boyce Building , Hanford. \~lling;ton. and many New 
Y0tk Cit)' Sk)•strapers from the firsl decade of the twentieth century. 
Aflcr 1900 most of Cobb ·s skyscrapers were erected in New York. 
Randall gives informa1fon on variws tall office buildings: Lewis al.so 
provide.~ some w mmarics of Cobb ·s Chicago skyscrapers. 

IS Moo1gomc:ry Schuyler discussed Cobb·s Owings Building in his an icle 
on Cobb ·s architecture (pho10 reproduction). Schuyler's article 
"GlimpSt."S of \\bstcrn Archi1ccturc: Chicago, .. HaTJwr·.'t Magazi,,e. 
1883 (later reprinted in lhe Archil~<~lur<ll Rt:('(m/. 1891). includes an 
cxccllcnl crilical ewtunlion or this building:. 

16 Lewis. 9. the Owings Building "expresses Cobb's concern with the 
pie1urcsque. No one .style is used- but SC\'eral . . .. Nothing like it was 
:seen in Otic.igo until the abe:nan1 an.'hitecture of the J920s and J930s. •· 

17 In 1890 ~eel was used in lhe Reliance Building. Cobb began lO use 
S-tttl in the early 1890s ;"tnd was the fi rSt to make use of Larimer steel 
(Rand, 11 . 15). 

I& In his an icle on Cobb. Schuyler praises Cobb for his a.bility 10 handle 
dherse oommissions. He says of Cobb: .. Mr. Cobb is the mos1 
C'Ql'l~picuous cxcepcion to rhc rule or the practice of a.rchitecrurc in 
Olk.ago. 1h.a1 it coosb1s in designing dwellings and tall conuntrdal 
buildings. He has had quite his i.harc of these things 10 do. bul he has 
had so much more than his share of the excepcional buildings 10 do 1hat 
one is, inclined 10 regard his practice as more inter-cning in the charaC'ler 
of i1s problems, and in that way more enviable than 1hat of any of his 
co-workers. ln ex1en1 it has been as remarkable as in di\'ers-itication. 
and. considering that during his busiest ~ars he has had no partner, the 
amount of wOl'k that he has accomplished. quite tJ);'t11 from its artis1ic 
quali1y. is very imprc.ssivc. 11 argues not merely on unremiuing 
application. but 1he establishment of a very rigid a.nd effecth•e method 
or ~o,k . .. 

9 In lbe May 1895 i:ssue of The /11/mul Archi1ect ,md News R~cord Cobb ·s 
offic-c is prC$ented as an example of the model archite<:turaJ oftice of the 
period. It was not only a well organized business. but had rather 
l.ivi$Jlly deoomted office spacts. In this article. information on the 
nvmber or employccs (100 10 130) is provided: 39. 

20 Sdiuyl« emphasi1.c5 the quantity or incoming com miss.ions. Cobb ·s 
many civte commissions are discussed in some detail in SC'huyler·s 
\'er)' positive account. The Newberry Library and 1he Univcrsily of 
Chica.go are gi"en emphasis in Schuyler's anicle. ··m e 1he buildings 
in Otic'ago itself and its neighborhood that arc neither commercial nor 
domcstK. alld how many of them are of his prodoc1ion. Of those which 
arc dc,'Oled 10 the humanities. 1hc An. lnStitule and Public Library are 
from ocher hands, but the University a1 one end of the town and the 
Nc\s'beny Library at lhe other are or the tlrst imp(>rtaooc in a civic as 
...,ell as in an architectural sense. The Universi1y alone would accoun1 
almost anywhere else fOI" fi \·e )-Cars or so or the 1ime of a fairly busy 
;archi1oc1. Add 10 these lhings the '1-'cli:es Ob-scrva1ory and the buildi1>g 

of 1hc Chicago HiMorical Society, 10 mention no more. and we have 
gone near 10 exhauq 1he list or public in-.titutic)n:S whieh arc neither 
commercial nor municipal. and are so impressively lodged a-" to u.rrcst 
the attcn1ion of the strang.cr ... 

.. II is q uite Oul of the que.stion with 1he space here at command 10 
attempt anything like a complclc review of the work or an 3rehitect 
whose practice h.lS been so cx1ensiV'C and w varied. or 10 unde.nake i1s 
complct.: illustrutioo ... 

21 Cobb was a.n arthitccl who designed C\'el)'lhing from Shingle-style 
homes to baronial casrles, from play architecmre 10 Richardsonian 
Romanesque libnaties. from English Country c~tates lo stripped modem 
commercial buildings. Julius Lewis de.$cribes Cobb as a '"dealer in 
S1y1es··. 2. 

22 Sehuyler. ··Henry Ives Cobb . .. 

23 The buildings of Shepley. Rutan & Coolidge's plan for Stanford 
UnivcrSity were executed during the I.lie 1800s. 1'hc erection of Cobb·s 
edifices for The Uni"ers.il)' of Chicago began in the early 18905 and 
con1inucd unlil the end of the dec.adc. Schuyler has good words for the 
dc.1;ign of 1hc Univcrsi1y of Chicago. He praises Cobb's coneepiion ror 
bolh its unity of impres:iion and i1s unity of .style (Schuyler. ··Hcnr)' 
Ive.,:; Cobb-). 

24 There arc 1wo an.ides on the Unh·erSily which are of special value. 
They 3re Olarles E. Jenkin 's "The Universi1y of Oticago ... Ar,·hite<·· 
111ral Rec,,rd. 4 (1985). 229-46. and Julius Lewis's ··Henry Ives Cobb 
and The Grand Oc~ign •.. Uniw:r.fity ()/Chi<v1gQ Magaz.itt<', LXIX . No. 
3 (Spring 1977). 6- 15. Schuyler also mentions the uni\'ersity in hi:s 
article "'The \\/Qrk or Henry h ·es Cobb ... Grube discusses the Unh·er
si1y or Chicago (143), There are two imponant leuers from Cobb 10 
or6cial1- of the Universi1y or Chicago (lo Or. William R. Harper. 
President. Januar)' 23 . 1900. Md Mr, T.W, Goodspeed . June 2. 1892) 
in 1he possession of the University :\ rchi\'es. 

25 Leopold Eidlirz.·s book ihe Nmure 011d Flmrti011 of Art w,:1!; pobli!ihcd 
in 1881 and presented 1he aulhor ·s. theories. 

26 Schuyler. ··Henry Ives Cobb.·· 

27 l bM. 

28 Titus Marion Karlowici. 's di~M•,rtation. i11e Ard11·1«-111re of the Hbrl,ts 
Coiuml>io,, E:q)(}sitiM. O.ica,go: Non.hwestern Uni\'e,s.i1y. 1965. in;• 
cluclcs a list or the buildings of 1hc fair. M do some or the original 
calalog:ucs from 1893. In it, Charles Atwood. who wort:cd in Sum• 
ham's ornce. is credited with the mosl buildings for the exposition. 
W.J. Edbrooke and Henry Ives Cobb designed eight and seven 
b1.1ildings respec1h·ely (337- 342), Other good sou~ on the fair are 
Horace H. Moran·:; The lfWJ,:/'s CQlumbinn £xpQSiti()r1 a,1d C11itlt' IQ 
Chicog() ,md St. L<mis. Pacific Publishing Co.: St Louis & San 
Fmnc-isco, 1892: Stanley Applebaum ·s ChicagQ's UWl,J's Ft,ir of 1891. 
New Yol'k: O()\'er Publications. 1980: J. W, Buel ·s The MClgic City. St 
Louis.: Historical Publishing Co .• 1984: The· CQ/umbia11 Ex1mirit.>,1 
Albw,i, Chicago: Rand McNally & Co .• 1893~ John J, Flinn ·s Brs1 
Things 10 Be Seen At The IVorltf s Fair: Chicago: The Columbian Guide 
Co . • 1893~ Halsey C. lves·s Tilt: Dream City, St. Louis: Thompson 
Publishing Co .. 1893: and l\'cs·i IVorld°.f Collmzbia,1 l-::Xpositi011 Of 

firial Catalogue, Chic.ago: Worfd·s Columbian Exposition, 1893. 

29 In Jolm ll't>llbom ROQI, Hanict Monroe praises the Fisheries: con1end· 
ing that it is the best example on the ground:, or the fair or Rooc '.s ideas. 
It is ·•frankly playful-in its use of staff and has .. gay detail . .. Monroe 
calls Cobb ·s adaptation of sea ronns "humorous" (Boston: Houghton 
Mifll in & Co.: The Rh•eflide Press. Cambridge. 1896) 245- 48. 

30 An article cn1idcd -The Chicago Post Office and Its Archi1ect"' 
appeared in the April 1898 issue or Tire l 11/a11d Ard1i1rc1 am/ News 
Record, 25. It summarized 1he building proposal and s1yle or the Post 
Office. At the time or the anicle, the fouod.ations were nearly ha.If• 
completed. lllustra1ions of Cobb"s elevation and detailed technical 
drawings were included in 1he issue. Praising 1he proposed plan:; and 
the a.rchitcc:t. ,he anicle points oot that this was the .. first govcrnmem 
post office building entrusted to a private architccl to design since 1h( 
year 1853 ... Cobb 's efforts in facilitating change in lhe govemmen1al 
procedure of commi»ioning architcc1s were cmphasiud. -Toe prof cs• 
sion has cen.ainly benefited by Mr. Cobb ·s residence in \¼shington. It 
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was aho largely through hi1- effon, and ad\•ke th111 oontlie1ing 
legbhtli"c- measure., were dropped and the 1arsncy r-\C1' is being 
ltied." Cobb's wort:. in Lancas1er. Penn~ylvaniu. and his design f« the 
Pennsyh•ania Sm.le Capilol . Harrisburg, were also mentioned, 26. 

David Lowe acknowledges the importance of the Chjcago l\>st 
Office. 1898- 1905. nvo iUu~u-Jtiom of it arc included in his bool: Um 
Cl11rngo (9 and 214). •-'n,c Pcdc-ral Building. the mos1 no1uble ex:1mple 
of civic architccrurc in Chicago. was wan1onJy demolish(:(! in 1965- 6 .. 
(9). 

31 42 Bro.·1dway is a classical Jk.,_uit•Art.;; edifice which was published in 
1hcArrhitee11m,I Record {v. 19. 7S). 

32 Many of Cobb ·s buildinJs were published in the leading an-hite<"turJ.I 
journals. during 1hc 1890s through 1910. 

33 Alexis. Tltr Amrrictm U11i1-.,rsi1y: Ard1it('(·111ral Vfa·i<»1s. 

34 Carl \V. Condi1,Amrric,m 81,ildi,1g. Chicago & London: The Unh-er, 
si1y of Oiicago Press. 1975: Condit. Tltr Chio,go Scfux>I of Ard1i1rt• 
111rr. Olic:-ugo & London: The University of Chicago Prc.~s. 1964. 

3S M ontgomery Schuyler. '1'hc \\b rk of Henry Ives Cobb.·· G~ar 
Amerit,,m Ardtilet'IS Serit!s , Thi' Arel1iuw1m1l Ret;(>l'd, 1895: Schuyler, 
A111(1rica11 Ard1iti'<'t11re (md 0 1/ra Writings. Cambridge: Belknap Pr~ 
of Harvard Unhtts.ily Press. 1961. 

36 Condil. The ClliNigoScliool. 59-60. 
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Figure I, Henry Ives Cobb , Street in Cairo, The World 's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. (Halsey C. Ives, The Dream 
City, St. Louis: Thompson Publishing Co. , 1893) 
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Figure 2, The World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. (Halsey C. Ives, The Dream City, St. Louis: Thompson Publishing 
Co., 1893) 

Figure 3, Henry Ives Cobb, Chicago Opera House, Chicago, 1884-5. (Cou11csy of lhe Chicago Historical Society.) 
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Figure 4. Henry Ives Cobb, The Potter Palmer Mansion. Chicago, 1882-3. (Counesy of the Chicago Historical Society.) 
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Figure 5, Henry Ives Cobb, The Libeny Tower Building, New York City, 1909. (Architects' anti Builder.<' Mt,gazJne, v. 42, 1909. 
435.) 

Figure 6, Henry Ives Cobb, Club House of the Chicago 
Athletic Association, Chicago, 1896: (The American Ard,i
tect anti Building News, April-June 1896, May 16, 1896, 
opp0site 72). 
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Figure 7 , Henry Ives Cobb, Marine Cafe, \\!orld's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. (Halsey C. Ives, The Dream Ciry. St. 
Louis: Thompson Publishing Co., 1893) 

Figure 8, Henry Ives Cobb , The Yerkes Observa1ory (planned for 1hc University of Chicago), 1890s. <tlrcl1irecrural Record. v. 4, 
1895, 331.) 

.,,. J. 
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l'ieurc 9. Henry Ives Cobb, The Chicago Post Office, Chicago, 1905. (Counesy of the Chicago Historical Society.) 

Figure 10. Henry Ives Cobb, The McKinley-Ohio Hall of Government (left with dome), The American University. Washington. 
D.C. 1b the right is Henry V..n Brunt's College of History, now c.alled Hurst Hall. (Counesy of The American University, 
\\a,hington, D.C.) 
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Munich Stained GI~ and Jesuit Iconography 
in the Sacred Heart Church of Thmpa, Florida 

Alice L.H. Co11'ea 

In the late 1880s, the Vatican commissioned !he 
Munich-based stained glass workshop of Josef Mayer 
(founded in 1848) to create a large window behind Bernini ·s 
baroque ahar in the Basilica of St. Peter. This window was 
put in place in 1892 by the sons of Josef Mayer (Franz and 
Josef) and so pleased Pope Leo XIII !hat he designated the 
Mayer Company as a '·Pontifical Insti!Ule of Christian 
An. "1 This extraordinary action was taken in recognition of 
me workshop's growing repu1a1ion for excellence in design 
and for the finn ·s extensive knowledge of ecclesiology 
which manifested ilself in the sublle iconography of !he 
company's windows.2 

Eight years after this honor was bestowed on the Mayer 
Company, the Church of St. Louis in Thmpa, Florida 
ordered seventeen stained glass windows for !he newly
constructed Jesuit Sacred Heart Church located there (Fig
ure I).' These seventeen windows are in outstanding con
dition and illustrate the level of excellence anained by the 
Mayer Company at the turn of the century. The windows are 
dominated by large dramatic figures that arc enlivened by 
carefully modeled drapery and forceful gesture. The scenes 
are drawn in one-point perspective and are rendered in 
dramatically rich colors. Of these seventeen windows. 
seven arc concerned with !he Jesuit tradition. l have chosen 
10 concentrate on these windows. five of which arc located 
in the apse of the church, while the oiher two are near the 
end of the nave. 

The five windows in the apse of the Sacred Hea.rt 
Church al first appear unrelated in subject. However, !he 
subjects are connected by a complex series of iconographic 
relationships derived from !he central window (Figure 2) of 
Jesus revealing Hjs Sacred Heart to St. Margaret Mary 
Alacoque (1647-1690). This window presents the theme of 
Christ's humanity as it manifested itself in the vision of the 
Saint, an aspect that is central to Jesuit teaching. On either 
side is presented the Annunciation to Mary and the Nativity, 
events that dramatize Christ's human origin and precede His 
divine mission on earth (Figures 3 and 4). The two windows 
!hat ftank the Annunciation and Nativity present St. Ignatius 
and his followers and the Crusade of St. Louis (Figures 5 
and 6). These two scenes represent human efforts to 
continue Christ's mission of mercy on earth and are 
presented in opposition. The attempt by St. Louis to rescue 
me Holy Land through military means is contrasted with the 
peaceful mission of St. Ignatius Loyola, who chose lo 
conquer as Christ did, through teaching and his love for all 
of humanity. 

The thematic concentration of Christ's humanity em
bodied in the symbol of the Sacred Heart as revealed to St. 
Margaret Mary Alacoque became an object of ardent 
devotion for me Society of Jesus. She was a member of a 
Visitation Convent in France, where between 1673 and 1675 
<he had four visions in which Jesus revealed His Sacred 

He.art 10 her. The central window represents the fourth 
vision that occurred as she knelt before the Blessed Sacra
ment exposed on the altar. At the request of Pere Claude la 
Columbicre, who was the superior of the Jesuit house which 
wa$ associated with her convent , she later recorded the 
words Christ spoke to her: "Behold this heart which has so 
loved men. that it has spared itself nothing. even to 
exhausting and consuming itself in order to prove' its love to 
them . .. This vision was instrumental in establishing the 
feast day in the Church for the pub I ic honoring of His Heart. 

Christ in this window does not raise His right hand in 
the usual geslllre of greeting. annunciation, or blessing. 
Instead, his left hand is raised. a stylistic device for making 
!he gcsl\lre towards His Heart by the right hand appear more 
graceful. The heart is depicted on the outside of His breast 
(Figure 7) in accordance with the 1878 Congregation of 
Rites that sanctioned this pose. A small cross of the Passion 
is presented above it, encircled by a crown of thorns. The 
flames signify the burning pas.~ion of Christ's love and the 
entire composition radiates with the light of the Heavenly 
Presence. The chalice, impressed with a cross. is a reminder 
of Christ's sacrifice for mankind. while the angel sym
bolizes the meeting of heaven and earth. 

The two windows presenting the Annunciation and the 
Nativity are linked by the verses in the gospels that de.~ribc 
Mary's role as the mother of Christ. Christ ·s humanity 
through Mary is emphasized in Jesuit art, giving her a 
prominent place in art dedicated to Christ ·s earthly mis
sion.• The basic pattern of the Annunciation window 
(Figure 3) follows the iconographic fonnula e.~tablished in 
the Middle Ages. The angel Gabriel, who is on Mary ·s 
right. raises his right hand and holds a staff in his left hand . 
An ancient symbol of authority. the angel's staff symbolizes 
the impending birth of !he King of Kings . The dove , shown 
above, illustrates the intervention of the Holy Spirit. Mary ·, 
robe is !he traditional blue, while the open Bible on !he 
reading table symboli,.es her acquiescence to the will of 
God. The vase of lilies indicates her purity. Outside the 
open window is a rose bush, a flower associated with the 
Vtrgin Mary, who is known as the "rose without thorns." 
This refers to an early legend mentioned by St. Ambrose 
which tells how the rose grew without thorns until the Fall 
of Man. pointing to the sinlessness of the Virgin. 

Using the medieval technique of simultaneous nar
rati ve, the nativity window (Figure 4) depicts the birth of 
the human Jesus. The angels who had appeared earlier to 
the shepherds in the fields. carry a banner on which is 
wrinen GLORIA IN £XC£LSIS D£0. Between !he angels 
shines the star which will lead the Wise Men to the stable. 
In !he lower part of the window arc three shepherds who 
have left !heir fields and have arrived at Bethlehem, where, 
according to Luke, they found Mary and Joseph and the 
Babe lying in a manger. Joseph stands behind Mary and 
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holds a staff. Mary wears a white robe covered with a blue 
mantle, and her halo is elaborated with stars. Looking out 
on this tableau from inside the stable are the ox and ass, 
adjuncts not mentioned in the Gospel accounts, but which 
are referred 10 in Isaiah I :3 and in ~ragine 's Golden 
Legend. a thirteenth century compilation of medieval 
legends.' 

The end window at the nonh side of the apse portrays 
St. Ignatius Loyola (1491- 1556) and his six followers in a 
chapel of St. Denis in Montmanre, an event that took place 
on August 15, 1534 (Figure 5). They arc pronouncing their 
vows of chastity and poverty, and they arc indicating their 
desire to make a pilgrimage 10 the Holy Land. an event 
which was the effective beginning of the Society of Jesus, 
which devotes itself "to promotion, in obedience to the 
Pope, the greater glory of God and the salvation of mankind 
throughout the world. "6 

This window is a simple narrative. Loyola reads the 
vows before his six companions. Peter Faber, the only one 
of the seven who was a priest at the time, holds the paten 
and Host, signifying the sacramental nature of the occasion, 
All but Faber wear subdued gray and blue university gowns. 
The lighted candle on the altar is a symbol of the light of 
fai th and of Christ's words in the Gospel of John: "I am the 
light of the world." As it does in the central window, the 
open Bible symbolizes total acquiescence 10 the word of 
God. 

Additional iconography in this window recalls the 
Virgin Mary. The blue flowers remind the viewer of the 
Virgin as docs the Rosary lying across the open book. The 
Rosary is a form of devotion 10 the Virgin, consisting of a 
series of meditations and prayers centering about events in 
her life and the life of Christ. This again points to the 
humanity of Jesus and the Virgin's role as the vessel for that 
humanity. 

In opposition to the St. Ignatius window is the one on 
the south sjde of the apse, which depicts St. Louis IX 
(1214-1270) and his knights on crusade (Figure 6). This 
window has local significance. since the church was ini
tially dedicated to St. Louis, but it also has Jesuit connec
tions. While convalescing from a wound suffered during a 
battle in Spain in the early sixteenth century, Ignatius read a 
book on the lives of the Saints. St. Louis and his crusade 
were an inspiration to the young knight, and he, too, desired 
to become a crusader for God. Although the two men shared 
a desire to re-establish Christianity in the Holy Land, St. 
Ignatius' means contrasted sharply with those of St. Louis. 
Rather than embark on a military crusade, St. Ignatius 
intended to gain souls through love and Christian actions. 

In contrast 10 the quiet simplicity of the window 
depicting St. Ignatius and his six companions, the St. Louis 
window is exotic, dramatic , and rich in iconography. Set 
apan by a halo, St. Louis wears a crown and a vivid blue 
robe patterned with the gold fleur-de-lis, the emblem of 
French royalty. The fleur-tie-lis was chosen by King Clovis 
in the late fifth century as an emblem of his purification 
through baptism, and became the symbol for the kings of 
France. 

St. Louis is surrounded by crusading knights clad in 
chain mail, wearing helmets, and carrying medieval weap
onry. Although most of the knights were French, the few 
from Norway are represented by the Norse winged helmets 
(Figure 6). St. Louis' raised right hand holds the crucifix, a 
symbol of the church ceremony of the ··taking the cross," 
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symbolic of his personal crusade. With this motion he also 
blesses the ground in front of him, as the knights in the 
foreground gesture downward. St. Louis and his knights 
sought to regain Egypt for Christianity, and the gray cloaked 
cleric kneeling in prayer beneath St. Louis' raised right hand 
reinforces the commitment. The palm tree behind the 
canopy may recall Christ 's triumphal entry into Jerusalem , 
while the ship in the upper right can be read symbolically 
and historically. It brought the Crusaders from France 10 
Egypt. and it is also a symbol of the Christian Church. 

The iconography of Chris1·s humanity is continued in 
the stained glass windows throughout the church. On the 
south side of the nave is a window that is a direct link 10 the 
missionary purpose of the Society of Jesus. It depicts an 
event in the missionary effon of St. Patrick in Ireland 
(Figure 8). The Saint ·s rich ecclesiastical vestments refer 10 
his consecration as bishop in the year 432, after which he 
was sent to Ireland to replace Palladius. 

An important encounter in Patrick's mission was his 
meeting with High-King Laoghairc at Tora in Meath, just 
north of Dublin. On his way to Tora, St. Patrick spent 
several days at the house of the chieftain, Seclrnan, in 
Meath . Many members of the household were convened 
and his son, Benen, became especially eager to join St. 
Patrick in his travels. This was the beginning of a long and 
very close relationship, and Bcnen, because of his lovely 
voice, became known as "Patrick ·s Psalmodist. " St. Benen 
holds the Celtic cross which was said to have been taken 
from what is now Ireland 10 the island of Iona in the sixth 
century. 7 St. Benen 's tonsured head indicates that he be
came a member of a monastic order of the secular clergy 
(Figure 9). 

In this window, St. Patrick has reached Tora (indicated 
by the buildings), the principal seat of the High-King and 
the Druids (Figure 8). Accompanied by St. Benen. St. 
Patrick is preaching to the High-King, his Queen , and 
retainers (Figure 10). The converted Queen ga7_e_~ into the 
distance, her thoughts on the spiritual realm. On her finger 
she wears a wedding band, symbol of Christian marriage. 
The unconverted King and two of his retainers listen 
intently to St. Patrick, while the elderly Druid in the 
background leans on his harp in an attitude of defeat. The 
Druid can be identified by the harp and the oak leaves in the 
band around his head. The oak was a symbol of Druidic 
presence in Ireland and the tree that dominates the upper 
right section of the window is a massive oak. The Christians 
changed its meaning to one of strength of faith and vinue 
and the endurance of the Christians against adversity. As a 
result of this meeting, Christian teaching met with increased 
toleration. 

A camp fi re at the feet of the High-King is, in addition 
to being a poetic reminder of the encounter in the wilder
ness, also a symbol of the religious fervor with which St. 
Patrick preached 10 his listeners. Fabric in the canopy 
overhanging the King and his Queen is also significant. This 
is not the traditional brocade used in the other windows, but 
a woven stripe, Celtic in origin. The narcissus in the dark 
lower left corner represents selfishness and self-love, cold
ness and indifference, qualities in opposition to St. Patrick 's 
preaching of divine love, sacrifice, and eternal life. Accord
ing to a late medieval legend, St. Patrick used the shamrock 
to explain the 'llinity to the two daughters of the High• 
King.• 

The last window in the south side of the nave depicts 



an event in the life of St. Stanislaus Kostka, a young Polish 
nobleman bom in 1550, ten years after the founding of the 
Jesuit Socie,1y (Figure 11). He began the study of the classics 
in Vienna , while boarding at a Jesuit establishmem. After 
its doors were closed by bankruptcy, he lodged at a 
Lutheran house. He had wished to join the Society of Jesus 
from an early age. but had met with unyielding re-sistancc 
from his father. In his early teens he joined the confraternity 
of St. Barbara, a legendary saint of the third century.9 

Stanislaus became very ill while living at the Lutheran 
house and asked that Holy Communion be administered to 
him. Tite Lutherans would not allow a priest to enter the 
house. The window (Figure 12) represents St. Barbara with 
two angels appearing to St. Stanislaus as he prayed during 
this illness. One angel carries, the chalice and Host; the other 
carries the tower, the attribute of St. Barbara . The tower has 
three windows which symbolize the Holy Trinity. The 
angel's hands are covered with drapery, an indication that 
she was holding an object of reverence. The lily (Figure II) 
is an emblem of St. Stanislaus' purity and chastity and 
books in the lower right are an indication of his stu-

I Letter recci\'ed from Nicholas \\~ner. 27 February 1984. Nicholas 
Wagner was the di.rector of the New York branch of Mayer and 
Company prior lO \\brld \\~ 11. His letter provided valuable infonna
tion on 1hc professional rclnlionship between Ma)'er and Company and 
the PaJXKY :u the lime the window, were commi.ssioncd. 

2 Lener l\."'(Ci\'ed from Nicholas Wngner, 27 February 1984. 

3 Mary Floyd. Socml Hron Cl111rt:lt (South Hackensack: Custombook. 
Inc .. 1979), p. 15. 

4 -supplemcn1 to the Oi\'ine Office for the Soc-iety of Jesus·· (London: 
English Province for lhe Soe:iety of Jes.us. 1974), pp. 13- 14. 

5 Jacobus de \brag.inc. The Goldt11 Ugt11d. Ttans. Gmngcr Ryan and 
Hehnu1 Ripperger (New York: Longmans, Green and Co . . 1941), p . .50. 
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Figure I , Sacred Heart Church, Tampa, Florida . 
Figure 2, Revelation of the Sacred Heart. 

Figure 3 1 Annunciatjon . 
Figure 4, Na1ivi1y. 

Figure 5. St. Ignatius and Companions. Figure 6, St . Louis and His Knighls . 



Figure 7, Delail, Revelation of the Sacred Hean. 

Barbara Giving Holy Communion 10 St. 

Figur, 8. St. Patrick Preaching al Tora. 

Figure 10, Detail, Sc. Patrick window. 

Figure 12, Detail, SI. Barbara and Angels from Sc. 
S1anislaus window. 

•All photographs of Sacred Hean CMrch, Tampa, Florida 
are by Jan Robison (USF). 
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The Synthesis of Tradition and Innovation in Japanese Oil Painting 
of the Tuisho Era, 1912-1926 

Sharon H. Collins• 

Western painting has had a profound effect on the 
development of modern Japanese art. The eighty years prior 
10 World \½Ir II saw evolution of a genre based on the 
materials. techniques and subject mailer of European oil 
painting.' Unfavorable comment from bolh Japanese and 
European critics was immediately fonhcoming. The oil 
medium was considered inappropriace for expressing lhe 
Japanese sensibility and similarity lo Western models 
prompted critics lo conclude thal the Japanese artisc en
gaged in oil painting was forsaking his artistic heritage. The 
reviewer of a contemporary Japanese painting exhibition in 
Paris in 1929 wrote: "For the acquisition of a foreign 
mediocrity the Japanese anisl has bartered his artistic 
binhrighl of a sublle symbolism and simple purity of 
technique. "2 This same attitude is reflected in recent 
literature a.~ well. The art historian Michiaki Kawakita 's 
bias was nol as strong bul is nonetheless apparent. In his 
survey text he wrote, 

Modern Japanese painting is by no means con
fined 10 scyles adopted from the \\\:sl. On lhe 
contrary, many interesting devclopmenL~ have oc
curred in the field of traditional Japanese styles as 
well . Indeed, if this had nol been lhe case, the 
history of modern Japanese art, though easier lo 
trace, would probably have been a barren maner 
ac best, liule more than a recitation of how a 
foreign an was imponed and mastered. 3 

Although many early Japanese oil paintings are deriva
tive. a substantial body of interesting work was produced 
during lhe movement's mature phase. A close examination 
of works from the Thisho period, 1912 10 1926, suggests lhal 
even those examples based closely on European imagery 
and technique fall well within the continuum of the Jap
anese artistic tradition . This analysis seeks lo demonstrate 
lhal these Thisho period works combine Western imagery 
and rechnique with Japanese COl1lp06itions. These composi
tional arrangements were available 10 the Taisho artist in 
traditional ink paintings and in European sources influenced 
by the Japanese woodblock prints imponed during lhe 
nineteenth century. Other indigenous artistic devices were 
also transmiucd back 10 the Japanese, including the utiliza
lion of flat areas of saturated color defined by concour lines, 
and the use of these devices was refined to a degree 
surpassing that achieved in European paintings. This analy
sis is concerned only with compositional arrangements . 
which had developed in response 10 fonnats unknown in lhe 
1\1:sl. These include the venical hanging scroll , the byobu 

•Ms. CoUios" paper was awarded the 1984 Gi.inlher St.anun Priu for 
,.,cttkncr. 

(sliding doors form ing part of a horizontal painting surface). 
and lhe f11s11ma (six-panel folding screen). Each formal 
required the creation of a unique repertoire of compositional 
solutions. 

Works synthesizing imponcd and traditional elemems 
could only be produced by anisls who had advanced beyond 
copying foreign examples . ln order lo show that such a level 
had been reached a brief review of che introduction and 
development of oil painting in Japan up 10 the Thisho period 
is in order. Three examples of Th.isho works will then be 
compared 10 European paintings with similar imagery, and 
also 10 pre-modern Japanese works uli.lizing different for
mals , as a means of demonstrating their uhimate composi
tional sources. 

The opening of Japan 10 the \\1:$1 in 1854 had a delayed 
but crucial impact on Japanese painting. All aspects of life 
were affected by the results of renewed conlacls with 
foreign societies, panicularly those of Europe. Early oil 
paintings reflect the intense interest in lhe Occident which 
was so prevalent during the initial period of confronlalion. 
In the race to catch up wilh lhc West no avenue was left 
unexplored. Government-sponsored schools laugh! courses 
covering all facets of \\\:stern culture, in lhe belief lhal 
Japan ·s survival depended on the ability lo assimilate those 
cultural innovations. 

The srudy of Western painting was consequenlly initi
aled by the government and taught simply as a technical 
skill. The Japanese admired the utilitarian aspect of \\\:stern 
realism which allowed them to reproduce objects with 
almost photographic accuracy. Initially, instructors learned 
the required technique by copying Wescern oil paintings and 
succeeding teachers were culled from lhe ranks of the 
school 's students. Such a closed syscem was eventually 
found lacking and an Italian painter. Antonio Fontanesi, 
was hired in the late 1870s 10 teach the latest European 
styles . The technically advanced level of his students made 
il possible for Fontanesi 10 move well beyond mechanical 
instruction. His pupils were the first Japanese painters lo 
receive indoctrination in Western art theory and con• 
sequenlly the firsl lo regard oil painting as an art form. 

The wave of nationalism lhal developed during the 
1880s added a new level of meaning to the genre. Accused 
of subvening native Japanese styles, works in the oil 
medium were barred from entry in the government spon
sored exhibitions of 1882 and 1883. Consequently, young 
painters were attracted by the medium ·s radical stance as 
well as by its artistic potential. In addition, the functional 
aspect of \'lestern realism gradually losl force as lhe 
motivating factor keeping Japanese oil painting alive. The 
presence of increasing numbers of contemporary European 
works in Japan during the Taisho period presented the case 
for utilizing the oil medium 10 express subjective emotions. 
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These aspects of oil painting elevated it to the anistic level 
of traditional painting styles by adding meaning beyond that 
of visual representation. The ideals of individual expression 
and freedom thus became linked 10 the technical tradition of 
oil painting as it existed prior 10 the Taisho period. 

The first Taisho painting under consideration is Yorozu 
Tcisugoro·sN11de Beall/y (Figure I). ·n,c painting ponrays a 
panially nude female reclining on a sloping hill in the 
foreground. The background contains rolling hills and a 
long undulating mass above them which could be either a 
further mountain range or mis!. A large. compact cloud 
hovers ambiguously above and 10 the lefi of the figure ·s 
head. 

The brushwork and treatment of the figure are based on 
a European rather than a Japanese model. The outlines 
enclosing areas of c-0lor, panicularly around the edges of the 
figure and her gam1en1. are probably based on conventions 
present in works such as Matisse ·s The Algeria11 Wo111a11 
(Figure 2). Many early twent.ieth century European works 
reHect this use of the outline as a device with which to 
Hatten a form and thereby negate the sense of volume which 
suggests that the canvas is other than a nat surface. 
Matisse ·s use of contoured fonn resulted from his exposure 
10 Japanese woodblock prints. 

The truly novel aspect of Yorozu 's painting is the 
arrangement of the figure within the landscape. The viewer 
familiar with Japanese landscape painting is reminded of the 
convention of creating a zigzagging diagonal through the 
center of the composition. The fonn can be seen repeatedly. 
the zigzag created by the arrangement of a body of water. 
patches of mist, land masses, or any combination of the 
three. This type of composition was popular during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. and was frequently 
used in works which dealt with a journey through nature. 

lkeno Taiga ·s Pltmk Road through a RtNi11e (Figure 3), 
produced in the eighteenth century, exhibits this composi
tional form . The viewer is invited to accompany the figures 
in the lower right as they begin the passage up into the 
landscape. The eye naturally proceeds upward, beginning in 
the lower left area. rises to the right to join the figures, and 
follows the zig1,ag which tenninates in the upper left ponion 
of the work. This zigzag form, while itself a decorative 
element. is also effective in eliminating compositional 
stagnation. 

Yorozu ·s painting achieves a similar effect. The en
trance to this landscape is also located in the lower left 
corner. The diagonal form begins at the figure's feet, 
continues up the legs, across the torso and up to the figure ·s 
left elbow. From that point the eye is led along the forearm 
and across the face. The previously awkward cloud, when 
seen in this context, seems to function a.~ a device to lead 
the eye out 10 the edge of the painting. 

It is interesting to speculate on Yorozu 's choice of this 
particular landscape convention. This arrangement achieves 
the effect which Matisse desired. that of flattening the work 
and negating depth. The foreground is divided into equal 
ponions by the central zigzag element. The viewer sub
consciously makes this observation and the figure then 
becomes secondary. a divider only. In addition to the 
nauening effect the zigzag also functions, as it docs in 
Taiga's landscape, as a means of combatiag compositional 
stasis. 

Kuroda Seiki was one of the masters of the 'faisho 
period. The central element of Poppies (Figure 4) is formed 
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by a cluster of flowering plaats. The venical member of a 
suppon, or perhaps a fence, stands directly in front of the 
flowers and is emphasized by a single bloom rising above it. 
A cross-piece descends at a gentle diagonal from either side 
of this central member. A wedge of vegetation projects 
downward from the top of the painting. terminating behind 
the poppies. Small areas of growth to the left and right of 
the central form break the symmetry of the composition. 

The treatment of the subject is European, and shows 
Kuroda 's debt to the Impressionists, who often represented 
similar motifs. Work such as Monet's The Artist's Garde11 at 
Vetheuil (Figure 5) arc the source for Kuroda ·s brushwork. 
However, Monet's painting attains a degree of na1ness 
through the controlled use of color, while Kuroda relics 
primarily on a tightly designed and complex composition to 
achieve a planar quality. The Strong central venical axis 
draws the eye constantly to the center of the painting. In a 
less sophisticated tream1ent the result would be a frozen, 
symmetrical composition, but the anist has provided relief 
with the inclusion of a series of diagonals radiating out from 
the center of the work. The eye is thus drawn away from the 
center and then pulled back, to travel again 10 the edge of 
the painting. 

A similar treatment can be found in Kano Sanraku ·s 
Red P/11111 Blossoms (Figure 6) dating from the early 
seventeenth century.• Here the central form is provided by 
the trunk of the tree and the rock behind it. framed by the 
tree's fork. In this painting , as in Kuroda's Poppies, the 
strong central focus could create an extremely static work. 
but Sanraku also included diagonals as visual relief. The 
two limbs of the central tree project upward to the left and 
right , and the diagonal slope of the hill behind and to the left 
of the tree is defined by rocks which line its crest. In 
addition, Sanraku broke the symmetry created by a strong 
central axis with the inclusion of rocks and the tree in the 

· extreme right side of the work. 
Sanraku 's use of this composition must be examined 

with regard to its effectiveness within a given format. The 
painting surface consists of f11s11111a, which are pan of a 
larger composition . The f11s11111a often cover the entire wall 
surface of a room, and occasionally continue through the 
door and into the next room. This horizontal fonnat 
required the development of compositional arrangements 
which would visually carry the viewer through the work. 
This type of movement was crucial. but it wa.~ also 
necessary to introduce clements which would break the 
pattern and hold the viewer's ancntion before the eye moved 
on. Kuroda took the composition out of iis traditional 
context. but it works equally well in a rectangular painting. 
Once again, as in Yorozu ·s Nude Beauty, a contrived 
composition pushes the work toward abstraction, although 
Kuroda 's technique and choice of subject maner are more in 
step with the nineteenth than with the twentieth cenniry. 

Hayashi Shizue 's Sainte Victoire (Figure 7) is yet an
other example of a modem Japanese -0il painting with a pre
modem Japanese composition. The upper third of the 
painting contains an expanse of cloudy blue sky. Sainte 
Victoire slopes up from ·the left side in the middle third of 
the work, and the remainder consists of the hilly area below 
the mountain which gradually angles down to the righl. 
Hayashi may have acnially sketched his landscape from 
nature. in which case the balanced arrangement of the sky. 
mountain and hill are a lucky coincidence. It is more likely 
that he took the basic shapes and altered them to create the 



repetitive interplay of diagonal forms evident in the 
painting. 

Cezanne ·s many paintings of the same subject provide 
an interesting comparison 10 Hayashi 's Sainre Vicroire and 
serve as a possible source for the work. Figure 8 is one of 
his last treatments of the mountain, and one of the most 
nonobjective. The brush strokes are broad and energetic, 
and as a result there is little articulation of individual forms. 
This is a major difference between the two paintings. The 
Japanese work, although painted seventeen )ears after 
Cezanne's canvas , is relatively naturalistic. The abstraction 
present in Hayashi 's painting results from his manipulation 
of the compositional arrJngement of forms within the work, 
nOI from his treatment of the forms themselves. 

Similar compositional arrangements can be found in 
many pre-modem Japanese folding screens. In 'fawarayJ 
Sotatsu 's /1•y Walk (Figure 9), one of a pair of six-panel 
screens painted in the early seventeenth century, an arrange
ment of wedge-shaped fom1s is used as a device 10 move the 
eye through the work and 10 make each segment of the 
screen interesting. The diagonal forms employed in 
S0tatsu 's composition solve the problem created by the 
folds necessary to suppon the screen when it stands upright. 
A simple arrangement of triangles is used instead of a flat 

I In lbe e-!rl)' years of 1he Meiji period the terms yog,, and 11iho,1ga came 
into usage to refer to \\i:slcm and Japanese painting respectively. At the 
1ecluticaJ level yoga denoces the use of oil pigment applied with a stiff 
brush 10 u (mmcd c.anvas. Nilto,1ga refers to ink applied with a soft 
brush to trndition.al silk and paper surfaces. The dissimilarities involve 
n>t>eh more than material and application. Differences in culture, 
anistic 1radilion. and aes1.hetic principles underlie those of paint and 
process. ~ Minoru Harada, Meiji U~Jtern P<1i111ing (New York: John 
1\leatherhill. loc .. 1974). 

horizon line which would make each section , when seen 
singly, much less effective than the work as a whole. 

In these three Taisho oil paintings the artists used 
compositions common to pre-modern Japanese works. 
These compositions, which originated in response 10 tradi
tional Japanese painting surface.~, no longer serve as direc
tional devices in their modern translations. The compact 
square or rectangular canvas did not demand the movement 
across the surface so necessary in the long horizontal and 
vertical fonnats. Originally these compositional arrange
ments were used in combination with the non-illusionistic 
surface treatment typical of Japanese oil painting. In works 
from the Tuisho period the flattening effect is retained, even 
when these compositions are combined with the oil me
dium ·s suggestion of volume and depth. This planar quality 
derives from a tradition concerned more with the surface of 
the work than with the illusionistic treatment of space. The 
current view. that the Tuisho painter adopted a foreign style 
at the expense of his own, results from a failure 10 closely 
examine oil paintings produced during the period . Tuisho oil 
painting was able to address the issue of the planar painting 
surface so successfully because that issue had been raised 
by European painters under the influence of the traditional 
two-<limensional quality of Japanese an. 

Florida State University 

2 Soc Edith V.tlerio ... An Exhibition of Modem Japanese Art in Paris ... 
Art i,i Amt-riro. 17 (1929). p. 277. 

3 Soc Miehiak.i Kawak.ita. MOllt·rn Curre111s in Jnpa,u:sr An (New Yori:: 
John \\l:athemill , Inc., 1974), p. 76. 

4 Red Pl11m Blossoms is generally anributed lO Kano Sanraku but r«'tnl 
rc-e\'aluation of 1hc wort suggest..~ that ii may have been painted by 
Kano Sanse1s:u. Sanraku's pupil and succes:.wr. 
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Figure 2, Henri Matisse, The Algerian Woma11, 1909, lhc 
Musu National d 'Art Modemc, Paris; courtesy of Pierre 
Courtbion. ' 'Matisse and the Dance." In Homage to 
Matisse. New York: Tudor Publishing Co. , 1970, p. 53 . 
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Figure I, Yorozu Tutsugoro, Nude Beauty, 1912, lhe Na
tional Museum of Modem Art, Tokyo; courtesy of Hideo, 
Thkumi. 1/1isho No Kosei Ha. \1:11. VJ of Genshoku Kindai 
Nihon No Bijutsu . Tokyo: Shogakkan, 1978, p. 9. 



Figure 3, lkeno Thiga, Plank Rm,d thr()ugh a Ral'i11e, mid
seventeenth century, private collection, Japan; courtesy of 
Niho11 No 81111ji11ga. Eel. by Tokyo National Museum. 
Kyoto: Ben.rido. 1975. p. 24. 
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f-igure 4, Kuroda Seiki, Poppies, 1917. private collection, Japan; courtesy of Te1suro, Kagesato. Niho,, No /11sho. \bl. V of 
Genshoku Kindai Nihon No Bijutsu. Tokyo: Shogakkan, 1977, p. 45 . 
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Figure 5, Claude Monel, The Arrisr's Garden at Vetheuil, 
1881, collection of Mr. and Mrs . B.E. Bensinger; courtesy 
of Susan Wise, ed. Paintings by Monet. Chic,igo: The Art 
lnslitule of Chicago, 1975, p. 105. 

Figure 6, Kano Sanraku, Red Plum Blossoms, early seven1een1h century, Shinden, Oaikaku-ji, Kyo10; courtesy of Doi. 
Tsugiyoshi. Momoyama Decorative Painting. New York: John Wealherhill, Inc., 1977, p. 60-61. 
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Figure 7, Hayashi Shizue, Ste. Victoire, 1923, Bridges1onc 
Museum of Art, Tokyo; courtesy of Hideo, Thl."Umi. Taisho 
No Kosei Ha. \bl. VI of Genshoku Kindai Nihon No 
Bijutsu. Tokyo: Shogakkan, 1978, p. 140. 



Figure 8. Paul Cezanne, Mo111 Saillle-Vicroire Seen from Les u11wes, 1902-1906, Kunslhaus , Zurich; councsy of Rubin 
Williams. ed. Ce;,a11ne: The Lare Work. New York: The Museum of Modem Art, 1977, p. 317. 
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figure 9, Thwaraya Sotatsu, Ivy Walk, early seventeenth century, private collection, Japan; councsy of Elise Grilli . Tire Arr oft/re 
~ neuScreen. New York: John '¾alherhiJI, Inc., 1970, p. 207. 
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Shamanic Parallels in the Thunder Deity Shango: 
From Yoruba to Cuba and on to Miami 

Mercedes A. Quiroga 

Shan go's role as shaman can be traced from its African 
origin in Yorubaland 10 Cuba which was populated by 
Yorubas during the slave trade from the seventeenth through 
the nineteenth centurie.~, and to a second migration from 
Cuba 10 the United States, due to political persecution. This 
African religion. traveling as it did from Yorubaland. to 
Cuba. to America, came to be known in the New World as 
Santeria, 1 the worship of Saints. Shango is one of the 
orishas or main deities worshipped in this polytheistic 
religion and he is seen as one of the main intermediaries 
between Olodumare, the remote Supreme Being and the 
faithful, known as the L11c11111is. 

In dealing with the great god of thunder, lightning and 
fire as a shaman. we must first arrive at an understanding of 
the tem1, for it is the intention of this author to discuss 
Shango within a shamanic context. 

Mircea Eliade states in his work Shamanism; Archaic 
Tech11iq11es of £cs1asy that shamanism implies the following 
characteristics: the use of magic as in "mastery over fire;" 
belief in Supreme Beings and spirits; mythological con
cepts: and techniques of ecstasy and healing particular to the 
shaman alone. These are accompl ished through the 
shaman's unique ability to communicate wilh nature and 
thus act as intem1ediary between man and the Supreme 
Being and spirits, while at the same time coexisting with 
Olher forms of magic and religion within his society. 

Many myths surround the cult of Shango and some arc 
based on known facts. Historically, Shango was either the 
1hird or fourth Alafin (Divine King) in the city of Oyo. He 
was an excellent warrior, a medicine man I yet a controvcr• 
sial ruler as well . Differing stories arose at the time of his 
death, but the essential tale states that King Shango was 
seen leaving the city on his horse, and when he fai led to 
return, members from his court went to search for him and 
found him hanging from an ayan tree with his horse close 
by. Later, word spread that Shango did not hang himself. 
but instead rose to the heavens 10 live in a castle in the sky 
and to persecute those who would go against him by 
throwing lightning bolts and fire at them or at their homes. 
As a result of the growing legends surrounding him, his 
death. and his 'afterlife,' in the nineteenth century Shango 
was deified and he was given the name 'Jakuta ' which was 
the Yoruba ·s ancient god of thunder (whose name means 
stone-thrower). 

The deification of this shamanic Divine King can be 
seen as a shrewd political maneuver by the Royal House of 
Oyo to save it from the more realistic memory of Shango as 
a tyrannical ruler. Non-believers of Shango ·s deification 
suddenly had their home.~ struck by 'mysterious· lightning 
and fire from the sky. Politically-generated (or coincidental) 
accident~ contributed to fear and respect for the former 

Divine King, now turned god. and led to the start of a 
highly developed cult of Shango filled with complex rituals 
and rich symbolism. 

Shango prie.~ts in Africa today enjoy a greater prestige 
than those in Cuba. For example, the possessions of a 
lighming victim still go to the Shango priest and a person 
whose house has been struck by lightning must seek advice 
from the priest as 10 the proper appeasement for Shango. 
Another characteristic of the African Shango priests is that 
they become transvestites, wearing female clothing and 
doing their hair in a female fashion, when on "the god's 
business. "2 This enables them to defy sexual distinction and 
the roles prescribed by it. It is a powerful assumption for a 
person to believe he can be both sexes and I see this as one 
of the Shango priest 's more potent characteristics . Along 
with his role as a transvestite, the priest is able to articulate 
the troubling ambiguities of man in general as well as those 
particular 10 himself. This represents a sophisticated escape 
technique for a person whose role in li fe is bound by 
societal pressures which force him to behave in a certain 
codified manner. 

Though there were many destinations for African 
slaves, it is in Cuba where we find the best preservation of 
this African religion. no doubt because Yorubas were being 
brought 10 Cuba until the year 1880. 3 In Cuba the god 
Shango enjoys the same popularity or even higher respect 
than in Africa . The L11t11mis worship Shango as god of 
thunder, fire, dance, music and drums; Shango also came to 
represent the masculinity of the Afrocuban male. His stories 
about being a triumphant warrior carried over to Cuba and 
grew to funher transform Shango into an adventurer. god of 
freedom and a diviner. Eventually he became a more human 
god, being able to punish and be punished, to lie and be lied 
to. Additionally. a pantheon of gods was brought over to 
Cuba along with many myths and talcs. Adaptations had 10 

be made as needed and flexibility became one of the main 
traits of the newly-founded religion, Santeria. 

One of the more evident changes in symbolic represen
tations is that of the sacred tree. In Africa, the ayan tree was 
sacred to Shango and in Cuba it became the royal palm tree 
(Figure I), because the ayan tree is not found in Cuba. and 
because the natural configuration of the royal palm, with its 
tall , slender tree-trunk and a protruding spear from the 
center, makes it a natural target for lightning. Shango is said 
to sit atop this tree and hurl thunderstones down on his 
enemies or on anyone who angers or upsets him. 4 His 
followers believe they can obtain direct knowledge from the 
strength residing within this tree by placing their foreheads 
on the trunk; rituals in connection with rainfall arc also 
performed around this sacred palm. The tree can thus be 
seen as a strong symbol for the faithful as well as a natural 
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conductor of supernatural powers, and is therefore one of 
the ways in which Shango serves as intermediary for man 
through nanire. 

The l11c11mis adopted the saints found in the Catholic 
church to represent their Yoruba orish(IS. 5 For Shango ii was 
St. Barbara (Figure 2), patron saint of artillery and storms . 
Red is sacred to St. Barbara and it was Shango 's color in 
Africa, thus it served as a naniral choice for the color
conscious Yoruba. Further similarities can be seen in the 
attributes of artillery and storms when compared with 
thunder and lightn.ing, both having explosive and loud 
properties . The Catholic church portrays St. Barbara with a 
crenellated crown, sword in one hand and a fiery castle 
behind her. African myths say Shango lives in a splendid 
castle in 1he sky, and-because he was a good warrior
swords and other warlike weapons arc naturally associated 
with him . 

The matter of dual sexuality is another natural transi
tion for Shango. As explained earlier, Shango priests in 
Africa become transvestite when on "the god's business," 
even calling themselves "wife of the god. "6 Thus, the fact 
that their male god is now represented by a female saint 
merely reaffinns their prior religious beliefs. I do not see 
this duality as a source of confusion; on 1he contrary, it 
further enhances Shango "s powers as a deity by allowing 
him the freedom of both sexes. 11tis aspect of a dual 
sexuality is present in the majority of the shamanic cults 
world-wide. Often some form of homosexuality and sexual 
transformation is par! of a shaman's role. 

Shango is represented in Santeria mainly through 
representations of St. Barbara-lithographs, molded ce
ramic statues and holy cards of the Saint holding a sword io 
one hand, wearing a crenellated crown and dressed in red 
(Figures 2 and 3). These representations were originally 
intended for the use of Roman Catholics, of course, and 
were simply adopted by the lucumis. 

Small wooden stanies depicting Shango, hand-carved 
images, can also be found. These figures consist of a person 
standing or siuing, a sword in one hand and an axe in the 
other with a double-headed axe on lop of lhe head, and 
sometimes holding a cigar. This type of crude representa
tion is for placement on an altar and thus is not to be taken 
for its aesthetic content bul instead for the power residing 
within it. This power is transmiued from the deity to whom 
it is dedicated 10 the owner of the sacred objec1. 

Equestrian rcprescn1a1ions of Shango are also found in 
Africa, Cuba, and Miami . In Africa, the horse played an 
important role in Yoruba military history. 7 A natural asso
ciation can be seen with its use in representations of Shango 
because he was a Divine King before his death . A further 
connection is established with shamanism where a horse is 
known to transport souls. 

In Cuba the equestrian motif evolved 10 the form of an 
American lndian sometimes on horseback . The acnial 
reason for this is not known but conjecnires can be derived 
from obvious symbolism. An American Indian brave on 
horseback is representative of an excellent warrior, which 
Shango was. He represents masculinity, courage and 
strength. These are qualities that Shango came to represent 
to the Afrocubans and thus the popular equestrian image of 
Shango was developed 10 a great extent in Cuba and even 
more so in Miami. 

Of the items that are sacred to Shango none is more 
obvious , both in Africa and in Cuba, than lhe double-
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headed axe. The motif is found most prominently in lhe 
dance wands (Figure 4). Thunderstones, or Hint cells 
symbolizing fire, are represented by the double-headed axe: 
Shango is believed to hurl these down from the heavens 10 
those who offend him. The dance wands represent a devotee 
of Shango in Africa, and there it is usually a female fertility 
figure with a child at her breast. a figure of calm and repose 
who bears the great force of Shango 's fire and lightning on 
her head. In Cuba, 1he figure on the dance wand is 1101 

usually a fertility figure but is a devotee. Dance wand.~ arc 
made from wood of the royal palm tree in Cuba, and of lhe 
ayan tree in Africa, the trees sacred to Shango. These 
instruments are used by persons who are initiated into the 
Shango cult and who are in a state of trance or possession. 
During the rituals associated with these wands, the dancer 
will perfonn a type of mime, recalling stories of Shango's 
past life. 

The symbolic representation of fire in these dance 
wands comes from Africa where actual rites of purification 
by fire were performed by Shango initiates. They include 
either carrying a vessel containing fire on top of the head, 
swallowing fire, or plunging a hand into fire.• These rituals 
recur symbolicaUy in Santeria through the use of the dance 
wands. 

In the dance wand we have an example of many 
shamanic symbols combined in one sacred item. The dance 
wand transforms the holder into a strong person able to 
handle the great fiery force of Shango; it is used only by a 
possessed person and incorporates the natural clements of 
fire and wood, two important conductors and transformers 
in the Shamanic world. Funhermore, the god Shango's 
point of entry into his devotee is through the initiate 's head, 
the most susceptible point of entry for spirits, as well as the 
locus of spirinial possession . 

The necklace is another sacred item of Shango, as well 
as other ,>rislws. What makes a necklace sacred to Shango 
is the color of the beads: for Shango it would be red and 
white, both in Africa and in Cuba. In Santeria the myth 
evolved that originally Shango 's color was red but his 
mother, Obatala, whose color was white, felt Shango 
became 100 hot for his own head sometimes and she then 
decided 10 cool him off by adding her white . The color red 
is symbolic of blood, life, vitality, strength, and heal, all 
trails associated with Shango. Shango 's priests sometimes 
feel they must throw cool water on divining instruments 
such as shells or coconuts when seeking Shango 's help since 
the priests insist that the instruments become too hot to 
handle. A person seeking advice from Shango is told 10 
keep his head cool by splashing cold water on it frequently. 
All of these practices imply that Shango takes quick 
possession of a person's mind and his fiery nature quickly 
overcomes the individual and can cause him to ac1 in an 
irrational nanire, which Shango is sometimes portra)'Cd as 
doing. 

There is once again a definite shamanic connection in 
the emphasis on the head and the need to protect it by 
keeping it cool through the use of water, or by symbolically 
wearing a red and white beaded necklace. 

Very powerful objects which are kept in bowls on 
altars away from view of non-initiates, stones are another 
naniral element sacred to Shango in both Africa and Cuba. 
Only the priests of Shango are allowed to keep stones on 
their altars which are usually located in separate rooms in 
their homes. 



Uprumed mortars are the basic irems of altarS in borh 
Yoruba and Cuba (Figure 5). They are sacred 10 Shango 
because of their drumlikc qualirics and because of the 
sounds which can be produced from srrilting rhem. There is 
also a mcraphorical link berween the sound of rhunder and a 
pesde pounding againsr a mortar.• Their use, however, is as 
a scar for initiates while their heads arc shaved during the 
initiarion riruals. The exreriors are painred in red and while 
10 dedicare the mortars to Shango, and they may be 
purchased ar local Bora11icas. •• 

Bara drums are another very important item sacred 10 
Shango. Drums are used at times of ritual dances called 
Bembes, and during initiation ceremonies which place rhe 
initiate in a trance. These drums must be carved by a person 
knowledgeable in Shango riruals since sacrifices must be 
made 10 the tree from which they will be carved. Bara 
drums come in sers of three and range from high, medium, 
10 low pitch . The drums are each given names and must be 
fed by their owners. These drums, as with all drums of the 
shamanic world, are used to summon the deity and also to 
greer rhe priesrs attending the rituals . 

The number sacred 10 Shango is four and December 
4th is the day dedicated 10 bolh Shango and his Catholic 
counrerpart, St. Barbara. Public dancing and festivities are 
held each year on that day, including a parade in Miami in 
which devotees dress up in red and white clothing, wilh one 
or two parading on horseback costumed as Indian braves. 

Initiation into the cult of Shango is undergone by rwo 
rypes of-mostly male-candidares: !hose born wilh a sign 
from Shango, or those who receive a sign from Shango in 
lhe fon,n of a trance or a possession during a festival or 
rirual ar the time Shango is summoned. An individual may 
also get a sign when he is asking a diviner for11dvice. 

In any case, an initiation is seen as a pact between man 
ind a divine prorcctive spirit. Man agrees to serve and 
,acrifice for his orisha and his orisha agrees to help him 
throughoul his life. 

lniliation into the different orisha culrs basically fol
lows lhe same procedures with specific modification to 
ncludc the individual orislw's sacred items. Dr. Mercedes 
'iandoval's book la Religion A/rrx:11ba11t1 give~ an excellent 
Jccount of this rarely described procedure. The entire 
mitiation process is a lengrhy one wilh complex sreps, 
lasting for a period of approximately one year. It is also a 
very expensive process for which a priest might charge 
anywhere from $3,000 to $6,000 for a full initiation into an 
ori.sha cu It . 

The following highlighrs the more significant steps of 
the iniriation ritual: after an extensive learning process, the 
ini1ia1e begins to wear a sacred necklace with the colors 
penaining to his orisha (for Shango it would be red and 
while). The beads are threaded with a cotton fiber so it can 
absorb the different potions, blood and waters used 

1 The S)'ncrctic religion of Santeria is a combined use of "lbruba religion 
with that aspect of Catholicism im·olving the worsl'tip of an ex1ensivc 
paDlheon of sainL.'i. 

2 \\~lliam Buder Fagg, Yomba Sc"lpr"re of K~.sr Africa. (New Yort:: 
Alfccd A. Knopf, 1982). p. 156. 

lhroughout the ini1iation process. After this the initiate 
receives special instructions on the care of his necklace and 
of his orisha. The oracles are then consulted and if lhey 
approve, the ini1iate is allowed 10 wear his new sacred 
necklace. Drum playing occurs al this lime and lhe initiare 
falls into a trance. Next a marriage of sorts occurs in which 
initiate and orislw exchange vows and make a commitment 
with everlasting bonds. On the evening prior to initiation, 
the initiate takes a symbolic swim to wash away pasr errors 
and cleanse his soul. He now begins 10 dre~s entirely in 
while. Initiation lhen takes place at the home of a priest. 
Twenty-one hems are boiled in waler with the sacred stones . 
During the next seven days, lhe initiate drinks from and 
bathes in this water which has received blood from animal 
sacrifices (for Shango lhe sacred animal is 1he goat). Next, 
lhe initiate 's head is shaved and painled in yellow, green and 
red in a bull's eye pattern. This shaving and painting of the 
head indicates spirir entry and possession through the head 
and rhe iniliate falls into a trance. A new name is given him 
and !he sacred s1one~ arc placed behind his head for 
transmiual of power from orisha to initiare: a cross is then 
traced on his tongue. Afrer the trance or travel slate has 
ended, animal sacrifice occurs with the iniriate 's help and he 
later drinks the blood from the head. The drums play for 1he 
initiate 10 dance and he is now aulhorized to dance with rhe 
sacred dance wand at olher Bembes and festivals. 

In summarizing $ha11go as shaman, we see thar he falls 
under the caregory of departmental shamanism since he is 
mainly responsible for lightning and thunder. Once a 
warrior, he has come to be represented as an Indian on 
horseback, symbol of bravery and masculinity. 

Altered states are achieved by his priests during time of 
ritual Bembes and initiation . At that time rhc possessed 
speak for him and ac1 out his expecred form of behavior. 
Perfom1ances occur once a year on December 4, as well as 
at private initiations and Bembes. 

Transfoninations arc achieved through rhe use of !he 
colors red and while on clolhes, beads and sacred objecrs. 
Shaven heads wilh special paints to symbolize the orisha's 
knowledge and force allow the orisha to enter and possess 
an individual. Drum-beats are a main transfonnational 
device since lhey are particularly useful in placing a person 
in a stare of trance. Also, !he drum-bea1s summon Shango 
10 come down from his fiery castle in lhe sky and to partake 
in !he festivities or 10 impart special knowledge and advice 
to his monal friends . 

Within his societies, Shango is greatly admired, re
specred and accepted. All of his priests undergo special 
selection and a specialized training panicular 10 Shango. He 
acts as an inrermediary for man and the remote Supreme 
Being, Olodumare, lhrough rhe use of nature and natural 
forces. 

University of Miami 

3 Angelina Pollak Eltz. Culto.f Afroamuica.,1os. (Caracas: Unh·ersidad 
c.a1olica Andres Bello, 1977), p. 224. 

4 Lydia Cabrera, El Monte, (Miami: Ultra Gra.ph..ics Corp .. 1983). p. 221. 

S Meroede:$ Cros Saodoval, la Rrllgion A/roc"lxma. (Madrid: Playor 
S.A .. 1975), p. 189. 
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6 Fagg, p. 156. 

1 find .. p. 123. 

8 Rohen Thompson. Blad Gt>Js an,! Kings, (1.A.» Angeles: Universi1y of 
California Press, 1971), p. 3. 
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Fig. I, Royal palm tree native 10 Cuba and Miami. 
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Fig. 3, Lithograph of St. Barbara. 
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Fig. 2 , A figurine of the Catholic SL Barbara cast from a 
mold. 



Fig. 4, African dance wand depicting the double-headed 
axe motif. 

Fig. 5. Upturned mortar with bowl used to keep sacred 
stones . 
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